"The Path of the just is as the shining light that shineth more and more unto the perfect Day." Prov. 4:18.

"Thy Word is a Lamp unto my feet, and a Light unto my Path." Psa. 119:105.

"Teach me Thy way O Lord, and lead me in a plain Path." Psa 27:11.

"NARROW is the Way which leadeth unto Life = and there be = that few find it." Matt. 7:14.
Perhaps we have failed to distinguish between the TWO CLASSES in the final wind-up of earth's affairs.

THE LEADERS only recognize ONE CLASS - the CLASS they find in TM 15 = never seeming to turn the Page and:"READ ME ALL OF IT!" Are they in fact TM 15 or are they the: "Synagogue of Satan!" (not a Church but a Synagogue!) p.16.

Of course = some will stop reading right now! and hurl this paper from them. Those who are unable to overcome TRADITION. We see this in the case of KD+A. The LEADERS of the Church who were NOT the LEADERS of the Church but who usurped the Position. Were LEADERS of the SYNAGOGUE!


IN THESE PAGES = we will come to the TWO CLASSES and their respective:"BANNERS!" This will CLIMAX in 7 Last Plagues. And FINALLY the Powers of Earth pass a DEATH-DECREE because of the Plagues. EW.34,36. T1:204. GC 628-631.

THIS IS ARMAGEDDON = there is no other. This is the FINAL END = of the TWO CLASSES. As one-third of the World dies from FAMINE = one-third from PESTILENCE = one-third from WAR-REVOLUTION-LABOR-UNION-STRIFE = the NUMBERS of the 144,000 REDEEMED will loom LARGER and LARGER as 1,000 fall at thy side, and 10,000 at thy right hand; but it shall not come nigh thee. Psa. 91:7. (That Bro. and Sr. White quoted AGAIN and AGAIN and AGAIN = and Uriah Smith took it out = AGAIN and AGAIN and AGAIN.)

WHY WE BELIEVE IN THE MOST HOLY PLACE =

"I was taken off in vision to the MOST HOLY PLACE, where I saw Jesus (not Yahweh!) JESUS still interceding for Israel...THEN I SAW that Jesus would not leave the MOST HOLY PLACE until every case was decided either for SALVATION or DESTRUCTION, and that the WRATH=OF=GOD could not come until Jesus had FINISHED His work in the MOST HOLY PLACE, laid off His priestly attire, and clothed Himself with the garments of VENGEANCE...THESE PLAGUES ENRAGED THE WICKED against the RIGHTEOUS...A DECREES went forth to slay the Saints...Then ALL the Saints cried out...THE 144,000 TRIUMPHED." EW 36-7. (And this same Book in a DOZEN REFERENCES has the MHP PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH as the CHURCH TRIUMPHANT! EW 15,30,31,254-6,261.)
As far as we are concerned = in the Adventist World = there are only 2 Religions.

We go past HINDUISM and SHINTOISM and JUDAISM and COMMUNISM and MOHAMMEDANISM and all other ISMS and come to CHRISTIANITY = and we by-pass all the HELL-CHURCHES as being no better than outright PAGANISM and HEATHENISM and SPIRITUALISM = [which is what they are!]

And we come to ADVENTISM and some 80 OFFSHOOTS = among which there are some who DENY that they are:"OFFSHOOTS!" but which they are. Including the LAODICEAN "OFFSHOOT!"= from the Faith.

COMING TO THE "FAITH" = we recognize only those who go by the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY." To these we Write = to no others. And these we split in two =

(1) Those who, like the Jews of Old = SABBATARIAN NON-PORK EATERS = who only want to eat ROMANS=SAMARITANS= and CHRISTIANS = who push aside all other TRIBES of ISRAEL = and the one Tribe of JUDAH is ALL and EVERYTHING!

LAODICEA is only ONE of 7 CHURCHES = but with a Grand Wave of their Hand = they brush aside ALL=OTHER=TRIBES or CHURCHES = when at the Last:

"Standard after Standard was left to trail in the Dust as Company after Company from the Lord's ARMY = JOINED the Foe and TRIBE after TRIBE from the ranks of the Enemy UNITED with the COMMANDMENT-KEEPING people of God." T8:41.

(2) Now if we are HONEST enough to BELIEVE the above = we see the great "SHAKING=SPLIT=SCATTERING" coming in the Ranks as: "THE BATTLE RAGED!" T8:41.

As seen above = the only:"CHURCH!" or:"PEOPLE OF GOD!" we know anything about = are those who are the: "COMMANDMENT-KEEPING people of God!" T8:41.

Those who DENY that we can keep the Commandments of God are our ENEMIES = who have DENIED THE FAITH! Although, like the other BABYLONIANS = want:"FAITH ALONE!"

But the trouble with us is = we do NOT go by your GREAT MEN, your MIGHTY MEN = we saw where the FROOMS and ANDERSONS LED YOU =
40 YEARS OF FROM = 1933 to 1973 =

"No Major Doctrines came Through E.G.W. =
No MAJOR Doctrinal truth or prophetic interpretation
of the Advent Faith was initially introduced among us
through the agency of the Spirit of Prophecy...

"BE IT EMPHASIZED, were ALL brought forth and based
upon the Bible by diligent students of the Word BEFORE
[Emphasis HIS!] BEFORE Ellen White had any special
light thereon; and also BEFORE she was commissioned
to speak...the corroborative Spirit of Prophecy sup-
port FOLLOWED to attest. It DID NOT ANTEDATE. The Third
Message concept was therefore NOT a "VISION VIEW"...

"Some have erroneously asserted that such teaching
was FIRST set forth by Ellen White...IT IS REGRETTA-
ABLE [perhaps DEPLORABLE=IRRITABLE=DISGUSTING=DEPRESS-
ING=NAUSEATING!=???] IT IS REGRETTABLE that such SUPER-
FICIAL FORAYS into our early history have SOMETIMES
been set forth as FACT, when the PRECISE OPPOSITE is
ture ... BUT=THE=PIONEERS=WERE=UNITED...WE HONOR THESE
MEN...They FEARLESSLY and DETERMINEDLY moved forward...
We carry on where they left off..." FROOM = "MOVEMENT
OF DESTINY" = 107,109,127,131,145. 1971. R&H.

 THERE IS ONLY ONE TRINKET OF TRUTH = in the above
Drivel. That THEY have BY-PASSED Ellen White and go
by what they choose as their:"PIONEERS!" They go by
"URIAH SMITH!" and "WAGGONER!" = neither of them are
Listed as the:"PIONEERS!" = in the BLUE SHEET we have
been handing out = an Adventist Distributor asked for
all we had to spare - so we have few left =

BUT WE HAVE THE PLATES= so we can print as many as we
want. "THE ADVENT REVIEW" = p.56 on "THE TRUE CHURCH"=
being the 144,000 "PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH." This State-
ment SIGNED by the:"PUBLISHING COMMITTEE" =

"THE ADVENT REVIEW"= Vol.1. Auburn, (N.Y.) SEPTEMBER,
1850. No.4.

HIRAM EDSON.
DAVID ARNOLD. [These are the REAL
GEO. W. HOLT. and the ONLY =
SAMUEL W. RHODES.
"PIONEERS."]
and
JAMES WHITE.

[These genuine:"PIONEERS" = set their hand to the
Philadelphia Church being the "CHURCH TRIUMPHANT"
as Sr. White also said in 200 References.] 3-
WHAT IS THE "HOUR OF TEMPTATION?"
Who stands in the "HOUR OF TEMPTATION?"
This is found in Revelations 3 = NOT under LAODICEA =
but under PHILADELPHIA. Rev.3:10. The Church that is
the only "CHURCH TRIUMPHANT!"

"THE TIME OF HARVEST will fully determine the CHARAC-
TER of the TWO CLASSES specified under the figure of
the TARES and the WHEAT." TM 47.

"FALSE TEACHERS may appear...they mingle Error with
Truth...They are to be MET and OPPOSED!" TM 55.RH A3:81.

THE CHURCH THAT IS = OR THE CHURCH THAT:"WILL BE. .??!"
"The Church...his True Church...The Church soon to en-
ter upon her most severe conflict, WILL BE the object
most dear to God upon Earth...God has a Church, a cho-
sen people...God has a people...THE CHURCH will be
GLORIFIED...THE CHURCH MILITANT is not THE CHURCH TRI-

"The Church MILITANT is not the Church TRIUMPHANT, but
is composed of ERRING men and women." RH A1:417. April
22,1884.

"THE TRUTH must go forward. The CHURCH MILITANT IS NOT
the CHURCH TRIUMPHANT...Unless the people of God wage
a valiant WARFARE against every species of sin, THEY
WILL NEVER pass the portals of the HOLY CITY. And we
shall have no second Trial. NOW is the accepted TIME...
The whole Heavenly Universe is WATCHING..."CLEANSE your
hands ye sinners; and PURIFY your hearts, ye DOUBLE-
MINDED. Be afflicted and mourn, and weep: let your laug-
ter be turned to mourning...HUMBLE YOURSELVES...and He
1901.

WHICH WILL TRIUMPH =. .?? THE CHURCH OR THE GOSPEL =. .??
DARK AGES CATHOLICS SAID:
"Where THE CHURCH is - there THE TRUTH is = . . . ."

REFORMATION PROTESTANTS SAID:
"Where THE TRUTH is = there THE CHURCH is . . . ."

ELLEN G. WHITE SAID:
"THE GOSPEL will not sustain a final defeat; IT=WILL=

HOW SILLY FOR A PREACHER TO QUOTE THIS:
"There is a work to be done, and we want to UNITE with
SILLY FOR A PREACHER TO QUOTE THAT =
Because we all know = that next Year = "LIVING TEMPLE"
came out = 1903. And the SAME ELLEN WHITE called for:
"Cry aloud, spare not..." God does not accept Dr. Kel-
logg as His laborer..."COME," I call, "COME YE OUT and
be SEPARATE from him AND HIS ASSOCIATES whom he has
leavened..."Come OUT from among THEM, and be ye SEPA-
RATE," else THEIR SIN in justifying WROGNS and framing
DECEITS will CONTINUE to be the ruin of souls." Series
B 7:64. (206.)

NOW = DO YOU AGREE = ???
That we have to consider TIME=PLACE=CIRCUMSTANCES = ???
That at the TIME that KELLOGG was RIGHT = it was RIGHT
to go by KELLOGG = but just as soon as ever he was
WRONG = it was WRONG to go by KELLOGG.

IN OTHER WORDS =
We do not go by MEN = who are as fallible as we are
ourselves. We only go by TRUTH. As long as the MEN go
by TRUTH = we go by the MEN. But as soon as ever the
MEN become too big for their Breeches == we DROP THEM!
Because we will NOT depart from the FAITH. FAITH is
more important to us than MEN.

SO IMAGINE HOW SILLY =
for Ministers to AGREE to the above = AGREE with
every Word = and then turn around and hand us: "JONES!
and WAGGONER!!" = 1905.

FOR IF YOU WILL TURN and READ AGAIN =
you will see that she praised JONES and WAGGONER in
1888. She praised KELLOGG, as we saw bottom of page
4 this Paper = right up to 1902. Because KELLOGG was
RIGHT! At least on a certain POINT = she NEVER in NO
WAY = endorsed EVERYTHING he said or thought = NO WAY!
We can prove how she took after him LONG BEFORE this
LIMITED STATEMENT in 1902 =

BUT YOU CAN SEE =
by those who would want to IGNORE all this = and want
to BUILD UP KELLOGG = could fasten themselves like a
leech to: "There is a WORK to be done, and we want to
UNITE with Dr. Kellogg in doing THIS WORK." RH A4:369.

NOW ARE WE GOING TO READ THAT =
and take off and endorse EVERYTHING that Dr. Kellogg
said or thought or did = ??? Then and forever? You
say:"HOW SILLY!" and we agree.
BUT HOW SILLY IS IT =
to drop Dr. Kellogg in 1903 = and Cleave like a Leech
to a Slimy Rock = to JONES and WAGGONER!
THEY DROPPED KELLOGG BECAUSE =
the Lord brought down the mighty KELLOGG INSTITUTIONS!
BURNT THEM TO THE GROUND! Together with the "LIVING
TEMPLE" plates that these Institutions harbored! But
Daniells saw to it that they made NEW PLATES and put
out TWICE AS MANY as they originally PLANNED!
BUT SPENT MANY "SLEEPLESS NIGHTS" =
weighing the pros and cons as to whether he had enough
INFLUENCE to take the Denomination with him = or whether
ELLEN WHITE would win out!
SO OUTWARDLY HE IMPALED KELLOGG ON A CROSS =
but liked the KELLOGG DOCTRINES as much as did JONES
and WAGGONER. Even Froom admits that:
"KELLOGG... fascinated by the esoteric = any MYSTERY.
(like some now, dabbling in:"INCARNATION!" which, after
all their Dabbling = is still a:"MYSTERY!" T5:702,699.)
"KELLOGG... fascinated by... any MYSTERY... somewhat akin
to the NATURE WORSHIP of Gnosticism and the Hellenic
pantheism of old. This was crystallized in Kellogg's
"THE LIVING TEMPLE" (1903). (It should be noted that,
by this time, the names of "A.T. JONES and DR. E.J. WAG-
GONER" appear on page 6 of the Preface as APPROVING
SO THEY GOT RID OF KELLOGG =
and adopted the Sentiments of "LIVING TEMPLE" as poured
into "THE CONSECRATED WAY TO CHRISTIAN PERFECTION" by
JONES = 1905. As he PAUSED while "REVISIONING" LIVING TEMPLE
with Dr. Sadler = Dr. Kellogg and Dr. Waggoner's new
psychic Wife = 1903-1910. Never heard anyone analyze that
1910 Production: "LIFE, IT'S MYSTERIES AND MIRACLES."
NOW THAT WE KNOW THIS =
now that we know that: "KELLOGG and his ASSOCIATES" =
mentioned by Sr. White 100 times! "HIS ASSOCIATES" =
meant JONES and WAGGONER! And anyone to this day who goes
by "LIVING TEMPLE" sentiments as found in JONES=WAGGONER=
BRINSMEAD=WRIGHT=HUDSON= both CHURCH and AWAKENING now
going in for MORE WAGGONER! As Froom set the pace in his
1971 Production.
Froom admitted that HMSR = the Idol of Adventism = went
over to WAGGONER=DANIELLS=FROOM=PRESIDENT=METHODISM:
"FAITH ONLY = PLUS NOTHING AND MINUS NOTHING." (1926 H.M.
S.RICHARDS) = FROOM M.D. 619.
H.M.S. Richards, Sr. = (since 1926) =
"The difference, of course, between JUSTIFICATION by FAITH and JUSTIFICATION by WORKS is so great that the establishment of the ONE means the overthrow of the OTHER. WE=CANNOT=HAVE=BOTH!" p. 619. by H.M.S.R.
(In the Room Book.)

A BOOK IS WRITTEN IN SECTIONS =
From INTRODUCTION to CLIMAX. It is all GEARED and PLANNED for the CLIMAX. As the BRINSMEAD 1959 Book = his "ETERNAL PURPOSE" = CLIMAXED with the WISE making an EFFORT = AGONIZING = CONCERNED = while the FOOLISH just COULDN'T=CARE=LESS! The Biggest LIE that was ever told. For the Lord has a BIG SURPRISE in store for those who IGNORE their Last Message - the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY to the LAODICEANS!

AT THE BEGINNING of the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" =
the WISE were in agony = and in concern = but NOT at the END. NOT at the CLIMAX. "They HAD obtained the VICTORY, and it called forth from them the DEEPEST GRATITUDE, and Holy, sacred JOY!" Tl:182.

THERE IS NO WEEPING=PRAYING=SEVERE INTERNAL ANQUISH =
while at the same time having: "DEEPEST GRATITUDE,
and Holy, sacred JOY!" (On the Movie Set you can see some mighty good ACTORS - but I would like to see one expressing: "SEVERE INTERNAL ANQUISH!" and at the same time on the same face try to mix in: "DEEPEST GRATITUDE...HOly, SACRED JOY!")

THERE IS NO WAY =
that any Movie Actor or Actress would even TRY IT! It has to be an APOSTATE from the Faith that would write a whole Book = setting forth that ONE-IDEA! That the FOOLISH FAIL because they DO=NOT=RESPOND in the MIDNIGHT CRY! (Brinsmead GEP 206-7.)

WHAT HE WAS READING WHEN HE WROTE THAT =
I do not know. Neither do I know where the HOLY SPIRIT was when his readers read that = and let him get away with it. TO HIGH-LIGHT THIS = HUDSON and RUE roared out for Years! that NO ONE but NO ONE = has ever found anything:"WRONG!" with the BRINSMEAD DOCTRINE!

BUT GOD PUNISHES THE SMUG=INDIFFERENT=CARELESS=
by pulling the Rug out from under them = and the TRUTH IS = A=B=C.
(A) "THERE WAS SEEN NO DIFFERENCE between them!"

COL 408.
(B) But all at once there is a SUDDEN and a VIOLENT DIFFERENCE! We are speaking in this Paper about TWO CLASSES/= and here it is:

"The CLASS represented by the FOOLISH VIRGINS...THIS IS THE CLASS that in time of peril are found crying, "PEACE and SAFETY." They lull their hearts into SECURITY, and dream not of DANGER. (BUT=BUT=BUT) When STARTLED from their LETHARGY they DISCERN = THEY DISCERN = THEY DISCERN their DESPERATION, and entreat others to supply their LACK..(Oh! Yes, they do!)

"IN A CRISIS...BOTH PARTIES were taken UNAWARES; but ONE was PREPARED...The Great Final TEST comes at the close of human probation, when it will be TOO LATE for the soul's need to be supplied.." COL 411-2.

NOW WHO DOES NOT KNOW THE REST OF THE SCENE = ???

(C) He who knows a smattering of the Bible = and the SAME of the Testimonies = the FOOLISH take off and do EVERYTHING that Brinsmead said they do not do.

He declared that they do not "RESPOND!" GEP 206-7."LIGHT FROM THE SANCTUARY"=p.25. He has them even refusing to wake out of Sleep. LS 7,8,9,24. OD 5,6,7. TAM 13.

SUPERFICIAL READING BY FOOLISH VIRGINS WITH ROSE-TINTED GLASSES MAY REVEAL:
"The CLASS represented by the FOOLISH VIRGINS have been content with a SUPERFICIAL work...THIS=IS=THE=CLASS that in time of peril are found crying, "PEACE + SAFETY." They lull their hearts into SECURITY, and DREAM NOT of DANGER..." COL 411.

WELL = !!! IT APPEARS THAT BRINSMED WAS RIGHT = !!!
Just as it may appear that OTHERS are RIGHT = who made the Fatal Mistake of learning from the FROOMS=ANDERSONS= RICHARDS=MAXWELLS=HEPPENSTALLS=PEASES=

And if you sit in Church like a Bump on a Log = and NEVER inquire WHERE=THAT=IS=WRITTEN = so you can go Home and look it up for yourself = then you must go along with DECEPTION = DELUSION = LAODICEAN BLINDNESS = not to Wake up until the 7 Last Plagues =

AND YOU WERE WARNED:
"If Nathanael had TRUSTED to the Rabbis for guidance, he would NEVER have found Jesus...While they TRUST to the guidance of HUMAN AUTHORITY, NONE (NONE=NONE=NONE) NONE will come to a saving KNOWLEDGE (because they were told to:"ADD!" to your Faith = "KNOWLEDGE!" = but the "PEACE and SAFETY" prophets stop them with --8--
"FAITH ALONE!" = the Babylon Religion.

"THIS ENSNARING DOCTRINE of FAITH without WORKS. It is NOT FAITH...it is PRESUMPTION." GC 472.(301-2.)

"While they TRUST to the guidance of human authority, NONE will come to a saving KNOWLEDGE of the Truth. Like Nathanael, we need to study God's word FOR OURSELVES." DA 140-1.

"...are full of SELF-ESTEEM and PHARISEEISM...Many of this Class are placed in positions of TRUST, and they know not the Father nor the Son...REPENT, and do the first WORKS; or else I will come unto thee quickly [in a TIME and WAY least expected by them EGW] and will remove thy candlestick OUT of his place, except thou REPENT."...many who are in prominent POSITIONS are pointing the WRONG WAY." RH A2:464-5. Feb.10,1891.

AND SO IN THIS MATTER =SUPERFICIAL READING= causes one to STOP at the FOOLISH VIRGINS pulling their hearts into SECURITY, ("I AM SAVED!") and DREAM NOT of DANGER." COL 411.

BUT IF THEY CHECKED IT AT HOME = as did the Noble Bereans to see if these things were so =their Eyes would have flown open when they read on:

"When STARTLED from their LETHARGY, they DISCERN their DESTINATION, (Not "SAVED!" any more!) and entreat OTHERS to supply their lack...IT=IS=IN=A=CRISES...THE=GREAT=FINAL=TEST...when it will be TOO LATE." COL 411-2.

NOW THEY ARE:"SURPRISED, DISMAYED!" COL 412.
Brinsmead said they did not:"RESPOND"=???
They take off in a PANIC = like JUDAS = who sought repentance with many Tears = TOO LATE! It may sooth their violated Consciences to be lulled into Carnal Security = to be told they are:"COMPLETE!" "NOTHING WANTING!" "SAVED=SINLESS=HOLY=RIGHTOUS!"

But we are speaking of a Time when all HYPOCRISY is past = and due to a "CRISIS!"= FLYING SAUCERS=SUNDAY LAWS=LABOR UNREST=REVOLUTION=NUCLEAR WAR and RADIO- ACTIVITY=MIRACLES mixed with EARTHQUAKES=the Sea and the Waves roaring =

NO PRETENSE NOW! NO COVERING-UP! NO EXCUSES!
The Time for that is all Past. And on top of everything else = they come to the:"HOUR OF TEMPTATION!"
They wanted nothing of the sort =
But they are stuck with Philadelphia again. Laodicea has no other Message but to Repent! Leaders and all.
But to Philadelphia is the Promise:

"Behold, I will make them of the Synagogue of Satan,
(The Preacher forever reads TM 15 with a great deal of Satisfaction = this is his Religion! But did you ever tell him to read TM 16 = ??? "Synagogue of Satan; also called: "Church!" There are two Churches there!
Two Classes! Which one will be saved?)

"Behold, I will make them of the Synagogue of Satan,
which say they are "Jews" = and are not, but do lie;
Behold, I will make (Make=Make=Make) Make them to come
and worship before thy feet, and...

"Because thou hast kept the word of my patience, I also will keep thee from the Hour of Temptation, which shall come upon all the World, to try them that dwell upon the Earth." Rev. 3:9,10.

What is this Hour of Temptation = ???
(See how many of these Teachings can now be found in Adventism = Equal with Christ = Love Unlimited = No Law Can Be Kept = Miracles = finally the Maxwell Book as "Christ" appears to "Heal!" with his "Touch." (p.78,94.)

There is someone coming to "Heal!" with his "Touch!"

"The Spirits deny the Divinity of Christ, and place even the Creator on a level with themselves...Many will be ensnared...when brought face to face with Manifestations...Wonders wrought by Satan and his agents...Magicians...to counterfeit the work of God...Miracle-working power...Fire to come down from Heaven...invaded churches...in legislative bodies...in the courts of Kings = this Mam-moth Deception is but a revival in a new disguise of the Witchcraft condemned and prohibited of old.

"Satan beguiles men...Those who place themselves in his power by indulging their evil traits of Character...To this class the great deceiver presents Spiritualism in its more refined and intellectual aspects...as an angel of Light. He appeals to the reason...he enlists the Affections by his eloquent portrayals of Love and Charity...

"Liberty is license...The reins of self-control are laid upon the neck of lust...and Satan exultingly sweeps into his net thousands who profess to be followers of Christ...The Spirits make no difference between Righteousness and Sin (Maxwell=Heppenstall=Paxton=Brinsmead=Wright) -10-
"Satan will not yield one inch of ground except as he is DRIVEN BACK...? with the words,"It is Written."
...Those who would stand in this time of trial must understand the testimony of the Scriptures concerning the nature of man and the state of the dead; FOR=IN=THE=NEAR= FUTURE many will be confronted by the spirits of (Samuel Robert's) DEVILS personating beloved relatives or friends, and declaring the most dangerous heresies. These visitants...We must be prepared to WITHSTAND THEM with the Bible truth that the dead know not anything, and that they who thus appear are the SPIRITS=OF=DEVILS.

"JUST BEFORE US IS THE "HOUR OF TEMPTATION," which shall come upon all the world...ALL=WHOSE=FAITH=IS= NOT=FIRMLY=ESTABLISHED...will be deceived and overcome. BUT=TO=THOSE who earnestly seek a KNOWLEDGE("ADD=TO=YOUR=FAITH=KNOWLEDGE!")

"...of the Truth, thus doing what they can to PREPARE for the Conflict, the God of Truth will be a sure de-
fense. "Because thou hast kept the Word of my patience, I also will keep thee,"(PHILADELPHIA! Rev.3:10)...to protect HIS PEOPLE...(Why was this LEFT OUT of SR 398?)

"...for we have made LIES our Refuge, and under FALSE-
HOOD have we hid ourselves." IN=THE=CLASS=HERE=DESCRI-
BED are included those who in their STUBBORN IMPENI-
TENCE(say that God does not Destroy!) comfort themselves with the assurance that there is to be NO PUNISHMENT for the sinner...NOTHING=CAN=AROUSE=THEIR=F EARS..."Ye shall not surely Die."...HIS MASTERPIECE OF DECEPTION... They are fast being lulled into a fatal security, to be AWAKENED only by the outpouring of the WRATH of God..."and the HAIL shall sweep away the refuge of LIES ...then shall ye be trodden down by it." 1884 GC 370-

WHAT IS THE "HOUR OF TEMPTATION?"
Maxwell's "CHRIST" and FLYING SAUCERS =
"THE SAME DESTRUCTIVE POWER exercised by Holy Angels when God commands, WILL=BE=EXERCISED-BY=EVIL=ANGELS when he allows...to spread desolation everywhere...

"FEARFUL SIGHTS of a supernatural character will soon be revealed in the heavens, in token of the power of MIRACLE-WORKING DEMONS. The spirits of Devils...They will perform wonderful miracles of healing...

"AS THE CROWNING ACT in the great drama of deception, SATAN HIMSELF WILL ATTEMPT TO PERSONATE CHRIST...-11-"
"THE CHURCH has long professed to look to the Saviour's advent as the consummation of her hopes. NOW the great deceiver will make it appear that CHRIST=HAS=COME. In different parts of the earth, Satan will manifest himself...

["MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST"= by Arthur S. Maxwell = "EXACTLY what He did in Palestine long ago...teaching in the Synagogues...curing whatever illness of infirmity...not a single sick person was left behind...NOW=HE=IS ABOUT=TO=DO=IT=AGAIN, on a global scale...Hospitals and convalescent homes will be emptied, their one-time occupants BURSTING with NEW LIFE...

"Even the worst patients in mental homes will be brought back to sanity...THOUSANDS UPON THOUSANDS will rejoice AT=HIS=TOUCH...not merely to raise SOME of the dead but ALL the dead." (Emphasis throughout these Papers ours. But the last 2 emphasis were HIS!) "MAN"=p.78-9.

ELLEN G.WHITES: "These works of apparent healing will bring Seventh-day Adventists to the TEST!" SM 2:53.

[And what about Adventists EVERYWHERE! who think that Maxwell Bed-Time = "GRIMM FAIRY TALE!" = is WONDERFUL?]

"...and those who are CHARMED with them now, or give them the least countenance NOW, will be all ready to be swept right in to ACT a PART with the Devil THEN." SM 2:51.

"Satan will manifest himself among men as a majestic being of dazzling brightness..."CHRIST=HAS=COME! CHRIST=HAS=COME!"...he heals the diseases...THIS=IS=THE=STRONG=ALMOST=OVER-MASTERING=DELUSION. Like the Samaritans who were deceived by SIMON MAGUS, the MULTITUDES, from the least to the greatest, give heed to these SORCERIES, saying, This is "the great power of God!" 1884 GC 441-3. GC 623-5.

(Led by Seventh-day Adventists = who else? If you think that Remark is facetious = you understand NOTHING = about the SEALING. That the Spirit of God is withdrawn from the earth rapidly during the SEALING. That here is a people WITHOUT=A=CONSCIENCE: A conscience SEARED as with a Hot Iron. BECAUSE the Angels left those who obeyed the AWAKENING and made NO EFFORT! "THE ANGELS LEFT THOSE WHO MADE NO EFFORT...leaving these with their sinful traits UNSUBDUEd, to the CONTROL of EVIL ANGELS." TI:181,187.)

WHAT ELSE DO YOU THINK THE SEALING IS = ?? If it commences with the House of God =
WHAT DO YOU EXPECT TO FIND =
in the House of God = after the SEALING ANGEL has gone by? BEFORE the "LOUD CRY!" = you expect everything going: "AS USUAL?"

A DAY OF TERROR is in Store for 7-th. Day Adventists and the Sabbatarian World. It will be a Repeat of the TERROR on Old Jerusalem. This TERROR is touched on in the "SHAKING" chapter - T1:179-187.

REMEMBER THIS CLEARLY =
[2] Has anyone ever studied just what will happen THEN? If you know of any BOOK=MAGAZINE=SERMON= let us know WHERE and WHEN. We know of NONE.
[3] We know that some will receive the SEAL of the Living God = and be protected by the Angels from that time on = NOTHING can touch them.
[4] But what about those NOT SEALED? Or sealed on the WRONG SIDE?
[5] We have tried for many years to VISUALIZE a people who have passed the Boundary of Hope. HOW=WILL= THEY=ACT? How will they act after the 1,000 Years when they spend 100 years preparing for WAR?
[6] We have come to one conclusion. They will have. NO MORALITY = no STANDARD = no PRINCIPLES = no LAW = except one. The Law of FORCE and FEAR. FEAR of consequences or retaliation is the ONLY ONE THING = that will put a CHECK on them.
[7] And some of this we will begin to see = NOW! As the Spirit of God is withdrawn as in the Days of Lot and Noah. The Church of God would put them OUT! But the Church of Adventists will keep them IN! = and try to "UNDERSTAND" them! Like Lot's Wife.
[8] BUT THERE IS ANOTHER PHASE = entirely MISSING in the THINKING of the SMUG and COMPLACENT LEADERSHIP and MEMBERSHIP. Who are SO SURE = and have NO DOUBTS.
[9] But all at once - CLEARLY! They will be shot thru with TERRIFYING DOUBTS! Not "SAVED!" any more. See them in the 10 VIRGIN PARABLE in COL 411-2. JUST AS SURE that they were SAVED! And JUST AS SURE that those who QUESTIONED it were from the DEVIL! Now the Record CLEARLY READS that they ARE SURE! that they are LOST! and are also just AS SURE! that OTHERS are SAVED!
"THIS IS THE CLASS THAT... lull their hearts into SECUR-
RITY, and dream not of Danger. When STARTLED from their LETHARGY, they DISCERN their DESTITUTION, and
"ENTREAT OTHERS to supply their lack...."COL 411.

NO DIFFERENCE COULD BE SEEN =
until this SUDDEN CRISIS! Since this Crisis comes TOO

The SUNDAY LAW comes TOO LATE. T9:97,92. Then will the
STRAIGHT TESTIMONY swell into the LOUD CRY. SG 2:223-4.

T9:97= "In quick succession the JUDGMENTS of God will
follow one another = FIRE and FLOOD and EARTHQUAKE,
with WAR and BLOODSHED."

T6:408= "HURRICANES, STORMS, TEMPESTS, FIRE and FLOOD,
DISASTERS by SEA and LAND, follow each other in quick
succession...when God shall bid His angels loose the
Winds, there will be such a scene of STRIFE as no pen
can picture. To those who are INDIFFERENT at this Time
Christ's warning is:"Because thou art LUKEWARM...I will
spew thee out of My mouth." Rev.3:16. The figure of
spewing out of His mouth means...."

NEVER READ IN ANY CHURCH: IF YOU KNOW OF ONE WHERE THIS
WAS EVER READ = TELL US WHERE AND WHEN = ??? THE GREATEST
LIST EVER COMPILED:

BC 7:963.

JAMES WHITE WROTE = (and this is in T5:211-2)=
"THE SUDDEN DESTRUCTION of those who hate the pure Testi-
mony, and love SMOOTH and DECEITFUL things." SG 3:27.

"There are TWO DISTINCT CLASSES upon the Earth. ONE CLASS
were in open Rebellion against God's LAW; while the OTHER
CLASS obeyed His COMMANDMENTS, and revered His Sabbath...God will remember the RIGHTEOUS." SG 3:53,57-8.

"THE CONTEST is between the COMMANDMENTS of God and the
commandments of men. In this TIME the GOLD will be sepa-
rated FROM the DROSS in the Church." T5:81.

IF YOU SEPARATE THE GOLD FROM THE DROSS=
what does that leave?

IF YOU HAVE ANY DOUBTS ABOUT THE ANSWER =
the Answer is in the same Book = T5:211-2. -14-
ALL WHO REMAIN IN THAT CHURCH =
and listen to that "GOD DOES NOT DESTROY" PREACHER =
"Here we see that THE CHURCH - the Lord's Sanctuary =
was the FIRST to feel the STROKE of the WRATH of God:
The ANCIENT MEN...had betrayed their TRUST...and they
say:...He is TOO MERCIFUL ("LOVE UNLIMITED!") TOO
MERCIFUL to visit His people IN JUDGMENT. Thus "PEACE
and SAFETY" is the cry from...THESE DUMB DOGS...all
perish together...THEIR WICKED COURSE He will toler-
ate NO LONGER, and in His WRATH He deals with them
WITHOUT MERCY...THE SEAL OF GOD will be placed upon
the foreheads of those ONLY who Sigh and Cry for the

THEIR OPPORTUNITY TO ESCAPE =
as in Old Jerusalem - was the MIDNIGHT CRY = which
is the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS!" ONE
and the SAME THING! SG 2:226,300. SM 1:196. RH A3:
TM 89,399. T1:321. (2 Calls)= SM 2:66-7,118. PK 136,
187. And a DOZEN MORE! "GO=YE=OUT=TO=MEET=HIM!" =
OR BE ATOMICIZED IN A WAR!. When HOOPS are back in
Fashion! Ann DeMichael wrote that HOOPS are BACK in
EASTER SEASON = 1979! And a WAR to follow! This is
MIXED UP in T1:270,259,268,283. Take it from RH A1:

"I was shown some of God's professed people...KEEP
THEIR POSSESSIONS from doing good in the cause...
and souls are NOT SAVED...Angels keep a faithful
record of every man's work, and as JUDGMENT PASSES
upon the House of God, the sentence of each is re-
corded by his name, and the Angel is commissioned
to SPARE NOT the unfaithful servants, but to CUT=
THEM=DOWN at the time of slaughter." Tl:198.

PERHAPS THIS CUTTING DOWN =
more than anything will throw the Fear of God into
the "RICH and increased with Goods" = and they will
take off = going from AUSTRALIAN SEA to WASHINGTON,
D.C. = seeking the Lord! They shall not find Him.
PROBATION IS OVER for ADVENTISTS! T9:97.

DEAD BODIES IN EVERY HOME =
[Except the Homes of the Saints] = will EMPHASIZE
that Point. Ask your Preacher just WHY this was
LEFT OUT of EW 48 =

"I saw that those who had the means, were required
"to help speed those Messengers, that God had called to labor in his cause, and as THEY went from place to place, THEY would be safe FROM=THE=PREVAILING=PESTILENCE.
(A PESTILENCE IN THE SEALING TIME! And at that Time ye shall dig out the BONES of the Old FROOMS and HOUTEFFS and NICHOLS and MAXWELLS = and spread them out to re-examine what they taught as you followed them to keep EASTER and CHRISTMAS = and anything else with BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM and the EVANGELICAL Hordes! Have a good look at these Old Relics that you chose in the Time of a World-wide PESTILENCE that leaves so many DEAD.... Jer.8:1-2. 44:1-7,11-14,18-22,27-8.14:12. Isa. 10:23. 28:22.)

"...FROM=THE=PREVAILING=PESTILENCE. But if any went who WERE=NOT=SENT of God, they would be in danger of being CUT DOWN by the PESTILENCE; therefore all should earnestly seek for duty, AND=BE=SURE and move by the direction of the Holy Spirit.

"What we have seen and heard of the PESTILENCE, is only the beginning of what we shall see and hear. SOON=THE=DEAD=AND=DYING will be all around us. I saw that some will be so HARDENED, as to even make sport of the JUDGMENTS of God. (Even say it is NOT from God but from Satan! Thus God takes SECOND PLACE and Satan is ALL-POWERFUL! Magnifying the POWER of Satan. Glorifying him.)

"...so HARDENED, as to even make sport of the JUDGMENTS of God. Then the slain of the Lord will be from one End of the Earth = to the other; they will not be lamented, GATHERED, nor buried; but their ill savor will come up from the face of the whole earth. THOSE=ONLY=WHO=HAVE=THE=SEAL of the Living God, will be SHELTERED from the Storm of WRATH, that will soon fall on the heads of those who have rejected the Truth. In Hope, E.G. WHITE. 

COULD YOU PREACH 24 SERMONS ON THAT QUOTATION = ???

You know that when anyone Dies = there is always SOME ONE to say: "Too Bad!" = now how do you explain that this Testimony = and the SAME in the Bible references above = they will [A] not be lamented. [B] nor gathered. [C] nor buried. What a State the World will be in! For their ill-savor comes up from the Face of: "THE WHOLE EARTH!"

I can tell you = the Adventist-Reform World has NEVER appreciated nor understood what is in store for them.

I say "THEM" = because all this "COMMENCES" = with the "House of God." Before it hits the World. IS THIS FACT KNOWN = ??? T5:211-2. -16-
THEY TAUGHT THEIR PEOPLE TO BELIEVE that "THEY" would be "GATHERED" (SEALED!) in the "GATHERING TIME!" EWh 69, 74-5. FROM FROOM made a MAGNIFICENT EFFORT to bring all Forces into the HOLY CITY = for the "LOUD CRY" onslaught against the:"ROMANS"= WHIPPED the A WAKENING into Line = BRINSMHEAD=WRIGHT= HUDSON=RUÉ=GROTHEER=WIELAND=FRIEND in 1971-2 all Set for his 40-year Plan culminating in MISSION=KEY '73.

As the KORAH=DATHAN=and=ABIRAM experience is Repeated (SOP 1:300, 306. PP 403-5.) instead of going IN to the Promised Land = they left 395,000 Old Line Adventists strewn over the Battle-field. RH July 14, 1975. p.7(811). FROM FROOM and MAXWELL among them. They never did lead the Forces through = as they promised. THEY=WERE=NOT=GATHERED! They were only lamented.

WHAT CAN IT MEAN THAT THEY ARE NOT LAMENTED = ???

If we see the Picture properly = as PROBATION CLOSES for Adventists = and Adventists say to them that dwell upon the Earth =


The Lord comes to "GATHER THE OUTCASTS OF ISRAEL"= Not those who SAY they are JEWS but who LIE and ARE NOT! They will NOT be:"GATHERED!" in the "GATHERING TIME." But the Lord will set His hand the SECOND TIME to gather the Remnant of His people = the OUTCASTS OF ISRAEL! Isa. 8:9,12,16,19,20. 9:14-17. 10:3,11,20-25. 11:11,12,16. 37:31. 56:8. 65:5. Jer.8:2. 11:23. Ps. 147:2. Eze. 6: RH A5:398. A6:186. PK 578,728, 460,500,577, 360,924,108,460,774,309,324,591,587-8.

(I have sent away 5 IBM Typewriter Balls for Repairs = and this one is going also. Does not want to UNDERLINE.)

WHEN THE LORD GATHERS THE "OUTCASTS" OF ISRAEL = what happens with those who stay with the leader-SHIP? As shown so dramatically in T5:211-2,80-1,463,136.

We do not half understand this. IF there is a WAR in the SEALING TIME. IF this causes RADIO-ACTIVITY-FAMINE- and IF Sr. White is right that they drove the Saints out into the Isolated places = and now the Lord drives them OUT as the Plagues hit...... -17-
THE PROMISE OF BREAD AND WATER BEING "SURE!" = EW 56.
For the Saints is much more Important than appears on
the Surface. Let us by-pass the FIRST PLAGUE and all it
means = and go on to the 2nd. and 3rd.

SOLDIERS SAY there is NOTHING as bad as decaying BLOOD.
Imagine the BLOOD not only in the RIVERS=LAKES=SWAMPS=
SPRINGS= but imagine it also in the WATER=PIPES =
how are you going to wash the Dishes? when thick gooey
BLOOD comes out of the Taps?

And what are you going to COOK with when the ONLY LIQUID
ANYWHERE! = is BLOOD! and they are so glad to see a RAIN-
CLOUD heading their way = and they spread out PLASTIC to
catch the rain = and it rains a streak of RED BLOOD! All
over them and the Buildings. And no washing it off.

BECAUSE THEY ARE READY TO SPILL THE BLOOD OF THE SAINTS=
"and thou shalt give them BLOOD to drink; for they are
worthy." Rev.16:6.

THE BLOOD IN THE DRAINS=SINKS=TILE under the House =
will drive them OUT! THE DEADLY STENCH of rotten Blood
will hang like a Smog in the low Valleys = where all the
Cities are. They will have to climb to the high spots
to keep from catching the Plague. No matter where they
are, in a House or Barn or Shed in the Hills or Outskirts,
they will live in Fear and Terror by Day and by Night as
they watch the MOBS going through ROBBING and PILLAGING
looking for ANYTHING to sustain life. EW 56,33-4.

If they watch some old hulk of a man scrounging around
day after day = hoping to find something that he might
have missed = and then one day they find his dead Body =
is some one going to Lament for him? or have a big
Sigh of relief? [A] He is out of his Misery. [B] No one
need fear what he might do = ever again. Let the Child-
ren clap their hands.

THE FIRST THING = that Soldiers or Civilians do in a WAR=
REVOLUTION=EARTHQUAKE= is bury the Dead. To prevent a
Plague sure to follow. So how far gone will the World
be when: "THE PREVAILING PESTILENCE...Soon the DEAD and
DYING will be all around us...Then the SLAIN=OF=THE= LORD
will be from one End of the Earth = to the other; they
will not be LAMENTED, GATHERED, nor BURIED; but their
ILL SAVOR will come up from the face of the WHOLE EARTH.
THOSE ONLY who have the SEAL of the Living God will be
SHELTERED from the storm of WRATH." PT 32. RH Al:11.
September 1849. (LEFT OUT! of your EW 48.) Why = ???
Froom boasted [This Paper p. 3. His Book p. 145.] That they do not go by the Testimonies = but by the "MEN" = and we carry on where they left off.

Then he gives you the "MEN" = in his: "Harbingers of the Coming Advance" = the Intent of the Entire Book and his 40-Year Plan. Spear-headed by the "MEN" that he reveres = Harold M. S. Richards, Sr. with:

"FAITH ONLY = plus NOTHING = and minus NOTHING!"....

"The difference, of course, between JUSTIFICATION by FAITH and JUSTIFICATION by WORKS is so great that the establishment of the ONE means the overthrow of the OTHER. WE=CANNOT=HAVE=BOTH!" (HMSR) as set forth by Froom in his Book as the ONE DOCTRINE that is going to Blaze its way into the "MISSION=KEY '73"= LOUD CRY! This pledge and promise = p. 619.

THIS RELIGION = if you can call it a Religion = for a NOTHING = is a NOTHING!

Hidden in the Vaults to 1962 -

"WE=ARE=BUILDERS... They are merely cumberers of the ground, DESTITUTE of FRUIT; and the CURSE which Christ pronounced upon the [cursed]-Fig-Tree will fall upon them as SURELY as it fell upon the barren Fig-Tree. What a Time we are living in! the very remnant of PROBATION! Surely these GOLDEN MOMENTS should be improved...

"To every man is given his WORK, and of every man the Master will require IMPROVEMENT of the TALENTS entrusted to him. What will many answer in the Day of God, when He inquires, What have you DONE...to save you from RUIN? THE DO-NOTHINGS WILL BE SPEECHLESS IN THAT DAY...

"This CLASS of DO-NOTHINGS and KNOW-NOTHINGS...will NEVER hear the "WELL DONE" from the lips of the Majesty of Heaven...NOW-IS=THE-TIME...to perfect a Christian CHARACTER...CLEANSED from its idols... DAILY overcoming of defects of CHARACTER, and the NEW BIRTH...Such a WORK many KNOW-NOTHING of...and they went on AS BEFORE...What is now needed is the PLAIN TESTIMONY." RH Al:192,202-3,210. 1878-9.

"I do not mean that CHEAP FAITH = unsupported by WORKS." SM 2:381.

"I will not be counted a DO-NOTHING." SM 2:181.

-19-
SLEEPING PREACHERS PREACHING TO SLEEPING PEOPLE. T8:37. "It is TOO LATE to sleep, TOO LATE to become indolent DO-NOTHINGS...The DO-NOTHINGS are the greatest hin-
drance...are the FIRST to be taken in Satan's SNARE, the FIRST to lend their influence to a wrong course. WATCH=PRAY=WORK = these are the Christian's watch-

FROM IS JUST AS RIGHT = AS HE IS WRONG =
He is RIGHT = that they go by the MEN = and NOT by the Testimonies of Jesus.

RICHARDS admitted = he goes by WAGGONER.(FROM p.619.)


ALSO ADMITS = that as WAGGONER went into EASTERN PANTHE-
ISMS= BRAHMANISM= HINDUISM=p.166.

THAT WIELAND TRIES TO COVER UP = p.171-9,74,84.

WAGGONER GAVE UP ALL SANCTUARY TRUTHS = p.93,101,116,147.


They let go the ANCHOR. EW 254-6. COR 36,196. SG 4:90.
The ANCHOR is the MOST HOLY PLACE.

The "MEN"= that FROM REVERES = gave that up as do all
who follow WAGGONER. They gather "AT" the Sanctuary.
"AT THE DOOR" of the Sanctuary. Which has been OPEN
to PHILADELPHIA = since 1844. GC 430. WTF 14.

CONTRARY TO FROM = there was NO "UNITY"= among the MEN

WAGGONER EVEN SAID THERE WAS NO SANCTUARY =
"In the future, deception of every kind is to arise...
The Enemy will bring in false theories, such as the doctrine that there is NO SANCTUARY. This is one of the
points on which there will be a departing from the Faith.
...Shall the ARK of the COVENANT be REMOVED from this
people? Shall idols be smuggled in? Shall false prin-
ciples and false precepts be brought into the Sanctuary?
Shall ANTICHRIST be respected?...This is directly where
the Enemy = through BLINDED, UNCONSECRATED MEN, is lead-
ing us...This POLICY is the first Step in a succession
of wrong Steps." CWE 53,95-6.  -20-
LIKE PEOPLE ON DRUGS = TRANQUILIZING DOCTRINE = breaks down their Resistance - weakens their Morals = worthless DRIFT on the Shores of Time.

THIS IS WHY WE WRITE - AND WHY SOME HAVE GLADLY BOUGHT THIS PRESS = "The MIND in which ERROR has once taken possession can never expand freely to Truth, even after investigation. The old Theories will claim recognition. The UNDERSTANDING of things that are True and elevated and sanctifying will be CONFUSED. Superstitious ideas will enter the mind, to MINGLE with the True, and these ideas are always debasing in their influence...

"SO-CALLED WISE MEN have a CHARM for a certain CLASS of Students...NATURE is exalted above the God of NATURE...Befogged in skepticism, the minds of those who doubt are left to beat on the Rocks of INFIDELITY...UNENLIGHTENED HEATHEN are in no worse condition spiritually than is the man who has known the Truth, but has accepted Error...AKE UP, MY BRETHREN, WAKE UP, and lift the DANGER SIGNAL. SOUND THE WARNING..." MM 89-94.

"I saw a COMPANY...[This is the "COMPANY" who give the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" to the ARMY OF LAODICEANS!]

"I saw a COMPANY who stood well guarded and firm, and would give NO COUNTENANCE to those who would unsettle the established FAITH of the body. God looked upon them with APPROBATION...The TRUE UNDER-standing of these Messages is of vital importance. The destiny of souls hangs upon the manner in which they are received...

"They can see NO LIGHT in the Third Angel's Message, which shows the way INTO the MOST HOLY PLACE...and they cannot be benefited by the intercession of Jesus there. Like the Jews, who offered their USELESS sacrifices, they offer up their USELESS PRAYERS to the apartment which Jesus has left, and Satan, PLEASED with the deception...fastens them in his SNARE...some he deceives in one way and some in another. He has different delusions prepared to affect different minds. SOME=LOOK=WITH=HORROR upon one deception, while they readily receive another...

"I saw FALSE REFORMATION EVERYWHERE...I saw that God had HONEST children among the nominal Adventists and the fallen Churches, and ministers and people will be called OUT.....
...called OUT from these Churches, before the PLAGUES shall be poured out, and they will gladly embrace the Truth. Satan knows this, and BEFORE the Loud Cry of the Third Angel....

Adventists everywhere are concerned = REAMS and REAMS of Paper have been Written on what to do to:"FINISH" the Work. What to do BEFORE the Loud Cry = what to do to PREPARE for the Loud Cry = ???

And here the Answer was all the Time. But NOT=ONE=OF=THEM will want this very STRAIGHT TESTIMONY:

...and BEFORE the LOUD CRY of the Third Angel(SATAN) raises an EXCITEMENT in these religious bodies, that those who have rejected the Truth MAY THINK God is with them. He hopes to deceive the HONEST, and lead them to think that God is STILL=WORKING=FOR=THE=CHURCHES...

(SATAN leads them to THINK that THE CHURCHES will give the Loud Cry = but what does the Spirit of God show the HONEST = ??? IF=THEY=ARE=HONEST....)

"But the LIGHT will shine, and every one of the HONEST ONES will LEAVE the FALLEN CHURCHES, and take their stand with the REMNANT." SG 1:160,171-3. EW 261,33,277,22,273.

(The above is as CLEAR as CLEAR can be. LEAVE THE FALLEN CHURCHES = to prepare for the End. But what does it mean to take their stand with the REMNANT? Who is the REMNANT?)

THE REMNANT: "As the people of God afflict their souls... The spotless Robe of Christ's RIGHTEOUSNESS is placed upon ...THE DESPISED REMNANT...They have RESISTED the wiles of the DECEIVER; they have NOT been turned from their Loyalty by the Dragon's roar. NOW THEY ARE ETERNALLY SECURE... THE REMNANT...having the Father's NAME(PHILADELPHIA!Rev.3: 12.14:1.) written in their FOREHEAD...THE REMNANT...them that are ESCAPED of Israel." T5:475-6.

HIDDEN IN THE VAULTS TO 1962=LEFT OUT OF PK 593 =
"JOSUA...ZERUBBABEL...It was under the leadership of these TWO MEN that the REMNANT of Israel RETURNED..." RH A5:387. Jan.9,1908.

"IN THE TIME OF THE END...God's REMNANT people, standing before the World as REFORMERS...They are to be REPAIRERS of the BREACH." PK 678. See them in EW 69,74. TM 247,201.
A STATEMENT OF FACT

I have avoided becoming emotional enough = except in very rare cases = to lose Sleep at Night. I have never lain awake nights over any problems, as I have seen those who do = and what it has done to their Mental and Physical Health.

I was well on the way to go to Sleep = and could have slept = this 17th. Day of August = 1979. But I had been reading the Book allegedly written by "David P. McMahon" = distributed by: "VERDICT PUBLICATIONS" PO Box 1311, Fallbrook, CA 92028.

"ELLET JOSEPH WAGGONER: THE MYTH and the MAN."

I have read 65 pages = and I see the clever Scheme of BRINSMEAD to set forth HIS MONOMANTIC IDEAS = and CHARGE for it = to the Tune of $6.95.

I felt Duty-Bound to Reply to this BLASPHEMY once and for all = so I am at this Typewriter after Midnight = and do not know just where I can fit in this Page in the next Publication. No doubt it will have to be in the Middle.

AS A RESULT OF HIS FELLOWSHIP WITH ANGLO-CATHOLIC SEMINARY PRIEST PAXTON = and accepting Funds from the ILLUMINATI or HEPPESTALL FOUNDATION = the ONE-WORLDERS who are taking over this Church =

Another Car has been added to that DEVIL'S TRAIN in EW 88,263 = where it seemed: "THE WHOLE WORLD was on Board = there could not be one left...They are binding in Bundles ready to burn..."

If you haven't seen it yet = there is one OBSESSION = one THRUST = one IDEA = one over-bearing MANIA = and the almost impossible FACT = that the Adventist Leadership = under the WILSON STRATEGY = or should I say = "WHIP!" =

Is heading this Ship = hidden in the VAULTS to 1958 = right for the Rocks! "I lately read of a noble Ship that was plowing its way across the Sea, when at MIDNIGHT, with a terrific crash, it struck upon a Rock; the passengers were AWAKENED (Yes! what an AWAKENING!)

"AWAKENED only to see with HORROR their HOPELESS condition, and with=the=Ship they sank to rise no more. The MAN (not Christ!) = The MAN at the helm had mistaken the BEACON LIGHT, and hundreds of souls were at a moment's warning launched into Eternity." SM 2:128.
THE MONOMANTISM TURNING THIS DENOMINATION =
Ted by these clever usurpers = this Confederacy of Evil =
has such a simple formula = it is unbelievable.

THEY SEEM TO KNOW NOTHING ELSE SINCE 1972 =
[A] The LAW cannot be kept.
[B] There is no use trying.
[C] With or without the Holy Spirit, Christ, God, and
all the Holy Angels = there is no use = they flat
out say it cannot be done!
[D] To prove this Point = they do not quote the Bible
or the Spirit of Prophecy = but some Old Decrepit
Babylonian in his Dotage = or misconstrue what
some Leader said = when we all know well enough =
they have to stretch and strain to make the fabric
fit. For we can produce 100 Statements by the SAME
WRITER = that say otherwise. And, STRANGE TO SAY =
no doubt to WAYLAY ANY OPPOSITION = they themselves
ADMIT THIS! In another Time and Place = hoping you
will not make the Connection. Or once they have
sown the Seed = that it will Root and Grow.
[E] After the alleged: "NEW BIRTH!" or "CONVERSION"
= you give your heart to the Lord = but all the Power
of Heaven = placed at your disposal = CANNOT keep
all you do = from being: "SIN!" and "BAD!"
[F] WAGGONER was ALMOST "RIGHT!" when he said that! But
not in clear enough CONTEXT! p.44. (27,42,34,37,46,51.)

THEREFORE THE BRINSMEAD-PAXTON GOD =
takes 2 people = one as Bad as the other = and thrusts
the one in Hell forever! (According to the ANGLO-CATHOLICISM of his Mentor!)
The other party is not one whit better = but he goes to
HEAVEN! To eternal Bliss! Playing a Harp and Angels feeding
him from the Tree of Life!

WHAT MADE THE DIFFERENCE? Why is one SAVED and the other
LOST? When they are EQUALLY UNABLE TO KEEP THE LAW?
AH! The one had "FAITH" in Christ keeping the Law FOR HIM!
Well, if that is the Way to get to Heaven = by a SNEAKY
SUBTERFUGE EVASION OF JUSTICE LIKE THAT! Then all the
Angels must have Tongue in Cheek when they say:
"Here are they that KEEP the Commandments of God!" 1884
GC 275-6. (CHANGED: and messed around with in your Book=
GC 436;) Is it only a coincidence that this Religion
comes from the Priests of UNENDING HELL-TORMENT BAALISM
who cannot give that up = EITHER = ???????????????????????

-24-
(As you can see in the pages BEFORE 23-24 = I had gone PAST p.65 in the McMahon=Brinsmead "WAGGONER" Book. This is now August 21 = and I am at page 186.)

THIS BOOK needs extreme care in EVALUATION. As in the PAXTON BOOK = it seems they can be surprisingly HONEST:

(A) In setting for the Faith of their Opponents.
(B) Even at the Expense of cutting the Ground out from their own prior Positions.
(C) GREAT AND MASSIVE RESEARCH went into the Preparation of both PAXTON Book and this McMahon Book. Many things that we KNEW = but perhaps did not know WHERE they ORIGINATED = are made clear in this Release.
(D) Of course BRINSMEAD adds his SLAM here and there to set forth the Religion of HELL-BELIEVERS = PORK-EATERS = EASTER-SUNDAY-CHRISTMASS-KEEPERS = as the only men whose minds are suddenly STRAIGHT on the most Complex problem of all. = JUSTIFICATION!
(E) Are you FINISHED at JUSTIFICATION = or did you only BEGIN? Do you GRADUATE as soon as you enter School = or are there some EXAMS = some TESTS?
(F) Of course if we must follow JONES=WAGGONER=BALLENG(ER=CANRIGHT=DAINELLS=FROMM=ANDERSON=PEASE=PAXTON=BRINSMEAD=WRIGHT=FIELD=GROTHEER=HEIBERT=ROBERT=WILSON=BILLY GRAHAM=SPURGEON=MOODY=

and come up with:"I AM SAVED!" = then, of course = it must be all by STUPIDITY or FEELINGS = "ALONE!"

"EACH MIND WILL JUDGE ITSELF AND NOT ANOTHER!" = "THE JUDGMENT WILL BE RIGHT = BECAUSE IT IS THE JUDGMENT OF SELF!" = [all this and more found under "SPIRITUAL-ISM"= GC 554, 602, 261, 263, 491, 487, 466, 597, 537, 558, 624.]

If we are:"SAVED!" = then = if course = we must bend everything to give full SALVATION and RIGHTEOUSNESS at the Moment that = "I AM SAVED!" = at this very Billy Graham Meeting. I am SAVED=RIGHTEOUS=COMPLETE=

NOTHING WANTING=INSTANTANEOUS SANCTIFICATION=THE WORKS.

And if WILSON and his:"I AM SAVED!" Clans do not come up with:"INSTANTANEOUS SANCTIFICATION=RIGHTEOUSNESS=HOLINESS=RICH and increased with GOODS=LAODICEANISM=" than I miss my Guess!

BRINSMEAD IS A CHAMELEON. He can change his Color to fit whatever Background he is hiding in. When he is in the Shadow of PAXTON = then:"ALL" the Reformers had only "ONE" clear-cut Religion and Position.
But now that he is in the Shadow of McMAHON = and especially in his ATTACK against WAGGONER = to "PROVE" him WRONG = when he is WRONG = Brother Robert will come up with a SURPRISINGLY ACUATE ATTACK of a KNOWLEDGE of the TRUTH! Such as that there is a WHALE of a DIFFERENCE between JUSTIFICATION and going on to SANCTIFICATION. But then he will as quickly slump back into the PAXTON ANGO-CATHOLIC POSITION on another Page. This can be no better described than as follows:

"Some who are not called of God are very willing to go with the Message... But if they felt the weight of the cause... they would... SHRINK BACK... But I saw that some who have formerly run DEEP INTO FANATICISM would be the FIRST now to run before God sends them, before they are PURIFIED from their past Errors; having Error MIXED with the Truth, they would feed the Flock of God with it, and if they were suffered to go on, the Flock would become SICKLY, and distraction and DEATH would follow...

"I saw the necessity of the MESSENGERS, especially, WATCHING and CHECKING all FANATICISM wherever they might see it arise." EW 62-3.

(There goes FROOMS TRADITION: "DO NOT FIND FAULT!" If saved at all = they will spend all their Time = "WATCHING and CHECKING all FANATICISM wherever they might see it arise!" EW 63. This is, in Fact - the CONDITION of the SEALING - "CRY ALOUD SPARE NOT = and show them ALL = THEIR=ABOMINATIONS!" = which Old FROOM declared was the UNPARDONABLE SIN! And filled EVERY CHURCH around this World = with that ONE=TRACK=MONOMANIAISM.)

"...and the Publication of MANY MORE TRACTS to EXPOSE the increasing ERRORS of this Time." EW 96, 99, 277.

FRED WRIGHT = not called of God = in the Mast-head of every one of his Magazines for YEARS and YEARS and YEARS! Was there NOT ONE to Stop him? "...the mission of this paper is not one of EXPOSURE and DENUNCIATION...."

And then he would take off = and EXPOSE and DENOUNCE! But this is the way of the one-track Adventist Mind.

"...the voice of STERN REBUKE will be heard. BOLDLY will men of God's appointment DENOUNCE the UNION of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD." PK 187. RH A6:34, 382.
FRED WRIGHT = faithful Member of the WAGGONER GARBAGE-COLLECTOR’S UNION = picked up this WAGGONER TID-BIT:

"This little Magazine is dedicated...NOT TO CONDEMN! It takes NO GREAT MIND nor sharpness of perception to see when things are not right..." 1969.

"This little Paper is dedicated...NOT TO CONDEMN; It takes NO GREAT SHARPNESS of perception to SEE WRONG." 1972.

NEITHER HE NOR HIS MENTOR = WAGGONER = COULD SEE WRONG! To see WRONG = means to see RIGHT! To see WRONG and to have the BRAVERY to POINT=IT=OUT! Even in the Face of DEATH = to those TOO BLIND to see WRONG! is the Noblest of all of man’s achievements. Going to the Moon is NOTHING compared to having a Part in the Last Work.


THROUGHOUT THE LENGTH AND BREADTH OF FROOM’S ADVENTISM: "DO NOT CONDEMN! SR. WHITE SAID SO!"

HERE IS WHAT SHE SAID SO:

"In the Spirit and with the Power of Elijah, JOHN DENOUNCED the CORRUPTIONS of the Jews, and raised his voice in REPROVING their prevailing sins. His discourses were PLAIN, POINTED, and CONVINCING. Many were brought to REPENTANCE..." SOP 2:48-9.

(Is this why they kept this Book hidden in the Vaults to 1969 = so they could continue to perpetrate the FROOM HOAX = that NO ONE was ever CONVERTED by finding FAULT with them? How does the above Sound? The Message of Rev.18 = (NOT the 3-FOLD UNITY TRAP THAT FROOM ENGINEERED WITH HIS PAL = BILLY GRAHAM = IN KEY ’73.)

(The Message of Rev. 18 = if and when given = is a Message of such FAULT-FINDING that it leads to ETERNAL SEPARATION in home and CHURCH! GC 612. See what the URIAH SMITHS TOOK OUT OF YOUR GC 603. Check 1884 GC 421. Seeing:"CORRUPTIONS!" is:"LIGHT FROM HEAVEN!")

BECAUSE IF YOU DO NOT SEE THEM = YOU ARE DEAD! Both WAGGONER and WRIGHT were far too DENSE = to see WRONG! This is a Special Talent of God. "The Spirit of REFORM stirred the soul of John. The LIGHT of WISDOM and the POWER OF GOD were upon him..." -27-
"INSPIRATION FROM HEAVEN kindled a holy zeal that led him to DENOUNCE the Jewish priests, and pronounce the CURSE of God upon them. They made HIGH PRETENSIONS to godliness while they were STRANGERS to CHARITY, MERCY, and the LOVE of God. They sought...to inspire AWE and command the RESPECT...

GROTHE=SHROCK=SKADSHEIM= have all made it their Special burden to write me or/and put it on Tape = that we should "RESPECT!" the Leadership. Who said so? God = ???


"THEY SOUGHT...to inspire AWE and command RESPECT of men, while they were ABHORRED by the Most High...The FEARLESS manner in which the prophet John had DENOUNCED the PHARISEES and EXPOSED their iniquity and hypocrisy, STARTLED those who had been accustomed to seeing them HONORED and EXALTED...His earnest appeals and DENUNCIATIONS had stirred the consciences of men...his earnest and fervent exhortations, his courageous WARNINGS and REPROOFS, such as they had never before heard." SOP 2:74-5. 1877.

SUCH AS THEY HAD NEVER BEFORE HEARD:
"As the Time comes for the LOUD CRY...The sins of BABYLON will be laid open. The fearful results of a UNION of CHURCH and STATE...all will be UNMASKED...Thousands upon thousands (of Adventists) have never listened to words like these. IN AMAZEMENT THEY HEAR THE (STRAIGHT) TESTIMONY that BABYLON IS THE CHURCH, FALLEN...The ministers present. FABLES, prophecy SMOOTH THINGS, to soothe their FEARS, and quiet the awakened conscience...THE POPULAR MINISTRY, like the PHARISEES of old, are filled with ANGER as their AUTHORITY IS QUESTIONED; they DENOUNCE the Message as of SATAN, and stir up the sin-loving MULTITUDES to revile and persecute those who proclaim it...THE CHURCH appeals to the strong arm of CIVIL POWER, and in this work, PAPISTS are solicited to come to the HELP of PROTESTANTS...

"As the Storm approaches, a LARGE CLASS who have professed Faith in the Third Message, but have not been SANCTIFIED through it, (STOPPED at "I AM SAVED!" at JUSTIFICATION,) have not been SANCTIFIED through it, abandon their position, and take refuge under the banner of the Powers of DARKNESS. By UNITING with the World and partaking of its spirit, (by listening to BRINSMED=PAXTON=HEPPENSTALL=FORD) they come to view matters in nearly the SAME LIGHT,
"AND WHEN THE TEST IS BROUGHT, they are prepared to choose the easy, popular side. (The side they always chose.)...They become the MOST BITTER ENEMIES of their former Brethren. When Sabbath-keepers are brought before the Courts...THESE APOSTATES..." 1884 GC 424-6. GC 606-8.

"They wish SMOOTH THINGS spoken unto them...they are ready to look with suspicion and doubt upon those who bear the PLAIN TESTIMONY, and like Ahab, OVERLOOK the WRONG which=made=it=necessary for REPROOF and REBUKE. ...THE SHAKING must soon take place to PURIFY the Church." SG 2:284.

"Should he permit them in their self-confidence to go on in sin UNWARNED, he would be held responsible for their BLOOD." LP 200.

"One faithfully REPROVES sin; the other EXCUSES and PALLIATES it." LP 230. (TWO CLASSES!)

WHO ARE THOSE WHO EXCUSE AND PALLIATE SIN = ???
Those who say = WHOEVER and WHEREVER they are = the BRINSMEAD=PAXTON SCHOOL since 1972 = who say it is IMPOSSIBLE to keep the LAW.

Thus they IMPEACH GOD = for making such a LAW.

This was the Charge that Satan made in Heaven.
Or have we forgotten that? Also in the realm of INCARNATION = do some of these people FORGET to REMEMBER that it was SATAN in Heaven who strove to be: "EQUAL!" = with Christ?

If they want the BABYLON Religion = since the LAW cannot be kept = EFFORT then would be FUTILE and USELESS. Then we must also shove "CHARACTER-BUILDING" over the Cliff. And so - unknowingly = like BOA CONSTRICTOR tightens his grip every time you take another Breath = so Satan tightens his hold every Time they RELAX their GUARD. Those who go Step by Step with the sly and stealthy arguments of BABYLON will find themselves FULLY on their Side as shown in the Reference above from GC 608 and T5:463,81.

WAGGONER BOOK CONCLUSION:
I wonder if the furious Battle now admittedly taking place throughout Adventism = making Wilson yelp in Alarm = if "JUSTIFICATION" or/and "SANCTIFICATION" overlap each other or the one Phases out the other =
I wonder how much REAL DIFFERENCE that will make to your CHARACTER-DEVELOPMENT if you understand it all or if you do not? I wonder if it would make a Hill of Beans difference in the Day of Judgment?

A misunderstanding of whether "RIGHTHEOUSNESS" is IMPUTED (RECKONED but not actually possessing = merely the Slate wiped Clean = PARDONED on CONDITION!)

THE BRINSMEAD=PAXTON BABYLON SCHOOL = speak of "JUSTIFICATION" in an off=the=Cuff manner. As though ANYONE is entitled to it = all you have to do is "ASK!". But is it all that Simple?

NO MINISTER HAS ANY RIGHT = to Preach at all = until he gets that STRAIGHT! Is it as CASUAL as the BABYLONIANS make it?

Let us be Brutal:

[1] Can you be JUSTIFIED with PORK and BEER in your Belly?
[2] Can you be JUSTIFIED believing in the god of HELL?
Or do these people need a bit of sad EDUCATION?
[3] Can an Adventist who KNOWS that Christ went INTO the MOST HOLY PLACE in 1844 - can he be JUSTIFIED let alone SANCTIFIED = BELIEVING A LIE?
[4] Or is there such a thing as being JUSTIFIED(or SANCTIFIED or granted Christ's RIGHTHEOUSNESS) by the TRUTH and nothing but the TRUTH?
[5] Ever since Brother DIGITALE in 1976 stressed this Point to me = I have 200 References that JUSTIFICATION is not all that UNCONDITIONAL! It is ONLY granted to those who PLEDGE(COVENANT!) to go ON to SANCTIFICATION = the WORK of a LIFETIME. This is the A=B=C of the Gospel. That those who Preach that the LAW cannot be kept = a CHARACTER cannot be PERFECTED = this is glorious LIGHT that these REBELS = FEET-DRAGGERS = MURMURERS and COMPLAINERS = know nothing about. They are yet in their sins.

EVERY CHRISTIAN OF EVERY CHURCH OUGHT TO KNOW =
Who was JUSTIFIED = the PHARISEE CHURCH-LEADER or the TAX-COLLECTOR PUBLICAN = enemy of the Jews?

THIS PROVES ONCE AND FOR ALL =
that the decision as to WHO is JUSTIFIED = lays with the Court in Heaven. We will leave it right there where it belongs.

"We are not to say what constitutes the WHEAT, and what the TARES. The Time of Harvest will fully determine the CHARACTER of the TWO CLASSES...The work of SEPARATION is given to the ANGELS OF GOD." TM 47.
WHY ARE WE THE WORLD'S LARGEST DISTRIBUTORS OF THE
1846 BROADSIDE = ???

EW 54-6 covers a MAJOR TRUTH. But the 1846 BROADSIDE
is the ORIGINAL = without any SPURIOUS SIDE-TRACKING
CHAPTER-HEADINGS placed there by UNINSPIRED MEN.

If this is at the: "END OF THE 2300 DAYS" = then it
means LITTLE or NOTHING to us. But if she saw this
taking place at the Close of PROBATION = and your
PROBATION was determined by what COMPANY YOU KEEP!
For a:"COMPANION OF FOOLS shall be DESTROYED...DE-
STROYED for want of JUDGMENT." Prov.13:20,23.

THERE HAS TO BE A SEPARATION BETWEEN WISE AND FOOLISH
IN THE MIDNIGHT (SEALING) HOUR =
As there is very clearly a Close of Probation there.
"And the Door was SHUT!" COL 406.

IT IS VERY PLAIN =
that there was AN OPEN DOOR there = but the FOOLISH
whirled around and went THE=OTHER=WAY! And then
that Door was SHUT! What could be more Important
than the right understanding of this Parable? THIS
IS THE SEALING!

WE STARTED THIS PAPER TALKING ABOUT TWO CLASSES =
Now it is very evident from EW 54-6 and the last
part of the 1846 BROADSIDE = that we have these TWO
CLASSES right there! This is the Close of Probation.
This is the final Test. Watch it carefully.

ONE CLASS IS LARGER THAN THE OTHER =
One Class is more POPULAR than the other. We could
NEVER have understood or appreciated this VISION =
before 1960.

WHO WOULD HAVE EVER BELIEVED = !!!
That the WAGGONERISM of FROM=FROOM=BRINSMHEAD=WRIGHT=RUE=
in collusion with HUDSON = would start beating the
Tom-Toms for:"JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH" clear OUT of
the SANCTUARY = in the alleged:"OUTER COURT!"

OR WHO WOULD HAVE BELIEVED THE SO-CALLED: "REFORMERS"
would have gone over to that = WHOLESALE! Their
conscience SEARED as with a HOT IRON! From most of
them we have heard NOTHING SINCE! Because what they
have is a NOTHING = a VACUUM.

AND IF YOU FINALLY WERE FORCED TO RECOGNIZE THAT =
who would have believed that this same WAGGONERISM
would be foisted on the entire Church at the General
Conference Session = -31-
HUDSON presented what he declared to be the "ESSENCE" of the AUSTRALIAN EXCITEMENT = condensed to a CHART on the back Cover - p.48. June 1960. (HUDSON.)

NEVER HEARD ANYONE ANALYZE THAT INFAMOUS CHART =
The "EXPERIENCE" of all "RESURRECTED SAINTS" =
(The "EXPERIENCE" of ELLEN G.WHITET =)

Is to find "PARDON=REGENERATION"="SEALED WITH FORMER RAIN" and PREPARES for DEATH and JUDGMENT"= and this is for "ALL" of the "RESURRECTED SAINTS!" They find all this in the alleged "HOLY PLACE" or "FIRST APARTMENT!"

And NO ADVENTIST MINISTER (except COTTRELL made one remark = but then apparently was MUZZLED by FROOM-ANDERSON)

OTHERWISE NO ADVENTIST OR REFORM MINISTER (REFORM seems to care LESS than the Church!) = it seemed to bother NONE that ADVENTISM lost what they declared over and over again as the uniqueness of Adventism is the 1844 SANCTUARY MOST HOLY PLACE TRUTHS!

BUT HERE THIS FAKE WAGGNERIAN AWAKENING slid them right over IN COMMON with the other Churches = and we were all greeted with a THUNDERING SILENCE! or should I have said: EAR-DEAFENING APPROVAL = A ROAR OF APPLAUSE!

EAGER-BEAVER WISHFUL THINKING MINISTERS AND PEOPLE = with Rose-Tinted Glasses = see this people "FINISH THE WORK!" = stand TRUE to LAW and PRINCIPLE. TRUE to the "FAITH!" Anyone who leaves the Church has:"DEPARTED FROM THE FAITH!" = they are the faith.

But if anything is Clear = it is clear that we went INTO the MOST HOLY PLACE in 1844. Church Leaders have said that is the ONLY ONE THING that distinguishes us as a people.

YET WHEN THE TEST CAME VIA HUDSON = 1960 = ANDREASEN was SILENT = RICHARDS said not a Word! The REFORM WORLD developed a Case of LOCK-JAW.

BUT HOLD ON! Since they LIKED it all that much = that CHART being featured in Book after Book by BRINSMead = given a TWO-PAGE SPREAD by WRIGHT in his "ACCEPTABLE CONFESSION" to this Day.

Since YOU and YOU and YOU =

by SILENCE gave CONSENT = threw all the Religion you ever had = right out the Window! UNITED with D.L.FRIEND and DOROTHY GRAHAM of "INSPIRATION BOOKS" featured and financed by RUE and his LAYWORKER =

-32-
THE MOST HOLY PLACE TRUTH =
is the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE" = IT IS JUSTIFICATION
BY FAITH = "THE THIRD ANGEL closes his message thus:
"Here is the patience of the Saints: here are they
that KEEP the Commandments of God, and the Faith of
Jesus." As he repeated these words, he pointed to...
THE MOST HOLY PLACE...As they BY FAITH ENTER the MOST
HOLY, they find Jesus..." EW 254-5.

THE RELIGION OF THE REMNANT =
"It was represented to me that THE REMNANT followed
Jesus INTO the MOST HOLY PLACE and beheld the ARK...
(by FAITH.)" EW 255.

THIS IS THE ANCHOR =
"Satan understood this, and his EVIL EYE was upon them
as to overthrow them; BUT THE THIRD ANGEL was pointing
them to the MOST HOLY PLACE...These Messages were
represented to me as an ANCHOR to the people of God.
(NOT to the LAODICEANS = but to the "PEOPLE OF GOD"
who give the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY to the Laodiaceans"=
TJ:179. And the Laodiaceans "RISE UP AGAINST IT" and
worship "IN COMMON" with the other Churches as passed
by Autumn Council Resolution = FROOM worked on it
for 40 Years! "TO CREATE A PUBLIC IMAGE"...R&H Dec.
18,1969. p.20.) (To fulfill the PREDICTION=GC 444-5.)

"THE MOST HOLY PLACE WAS...an ANCHOR to the PEOPLE
OF GOD. Those who understand and receive them will
be kept from being swept away by the many delusions
of Satan." EW 256.

WE PREFER THE ORIGINAL = A PROMISE TO THE FEW ONLY =
"And as INDIVIDUALS receive and UNDERSTAND them, they
are shielded against the many delusions of Satan."
SG 1:166.

DID YOU SEE THE TRUTH OF THAT DIVINE PREDICTION = ???
Did you see those who recklessly went OUT of the Most
Holy Place = OUT of the Third Angel's Message = over
to WAGGONER=PANTEISM=SPIRITUALISM =
Did you see them go into one DELUSION after the other?
Now thinking they are WINNING THE WORLD with FROOM'S
BAIT = "INCARNATION" which is just as great a MYSTERY
after their explanations as before. SM 1:177. "LEAVE
MYSTERIES ALONE!" SM 1:180.

NOW THEY ARE AT EACH OTHER'S THROATS OVER "RIGHTEOUS-
NESS" = imputed or imparted. PHILISTINE after PHILIS-
TINE in this MIDNIGHT DARKNESS = -33-
BUT DID THE WAGGNERIAN AWAKENING STOP IN THE FIRST APT.? Seeing you LIKED it all that much = Satan their Master seeing he could take you another Step = FAR PAST D.L. FRIEND and DOROTHY GRAHAM = !!!!

"SANCTUARY AWAKENING FELLOWSHIP" and HUDSON PRESS = printed something they called: "PREPARING FOR TRANSLATION" = some were seen = running around with this = fully believing they were doing the Work of the Lord = handing this out TO THE WORLD! "...for MASS DISTRIBUTION."

SEEING YOU LIKED IT ALL THAT MUCH = FROM engineer it for the General Conference Session = R&H. "BIBLE STUDY HOUR" = June 19, 1970. p.9,10.(161-2.)

LESLIE HARDINGE: "JUSTIFICATION by FAITH = this is the Message of the COURT." p.9.[OUT of the Sanctuary entirely!]

ROBERT BRINSMEAD: "JUSTIFICATION...through the Gate into the OUTER COURT...Only thieves and robbers try some other way. Once inside the Gate, you will find Jesus...WAITING to take ALL your guilt as you confess it ALL to him...Thus you have entered the experience of the OUTER COURT. This is JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH." (Later published as:"A DOCTRINAL ANALYSIS" p.41-2. (ALL EMPHASIS OURS.)

FREDRIC WRIGHT: "He knows that his need of forgiveness and cleansing will be fully supplied AT=THE=DOOR of the Sanctuary in...ACCEPTABLE CONFESSION. So he comes with STRONG FAITH." (TWO-PAGE CENTER-PIECE SPREAD in all Publications of "ACCEPTABLE CONFESSION" right to:"THIRD EDITION" =Revised and Enlarged - July 1973.)

THIS IS THE UNHOLY TRINITY = one like the other. And a THOUSAND OTHERS have chimed in to add to the Din.

LESLIE HARDINGE = GENERAL CONFERENCE SESSION = 1970. 
"SANCTIFICATION BY FAITH = this is the Message of the HOLY PLACE." p.9. R&H. June 19, 1970.(161.)

ROBERT BRINSMEAD = FOR MASS DISTRIBUTION = my copy 1962.
"Enter by Faith into (the Holy Place)...THIS IS SANCTIFICATION." RDB=ADA 42-3, RDB=ADCRP 24. (AL FRIEND and his DAISY MEYERS = "PERFECT PEACE" p.45,54,58,59. Quoted by BRINSMEAD in places = WORD FOR WORD! 1958.)

LESLIE HARDINGE = GC SESSION = 1970. (BLAH = !!!!)
"THE HOLIEST...One day we will share it with our Lord. GLORIFICATION BY GRACE = this is the Message of the place MOST HOLY...And WHEN the High Priest MOVES INTO the HOLIEST He will carry you there." p.9,10. R&H. June 19, 1970.
(Write for FREE COPY.)
OUR QUOTING OR PHOTO-OFFSETTING THAT THEY SAID is the STRONGEST PROOF that we have that they have gone to the Dogs. Old NICHOLS of the R&H wanted the HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY to take Oath NEVER to quote his "REFUSE and HEROD" ever again. He forced BACHAND to promise to never again quote their "COPYRIGHTED" material. Then he and a HUNDRED other Reform Writers...dropped out of Sight = (or went over to "YAHWEH.")

Thus the Room was WIDE-OPEN for the AWAKENING to come in and QUOTE=WHAT=THEY=WANTED! And even had R&H ARTISTS to doll up their FUNNY PAPERS.

We spent 3 SOLID MONTHS! doing nothing else but Replying to the Nichol's PAPAL BULL. This gave some their courage back. NOW THEY ARE GOING ONE STEP FURTHER in order to fulfill GC 443-5. WASHINGTON called in 30 LAWYERS, and have them steady in WASHINGTON set up to CONSULT or INSULT. CALIFORNIA saw the PERSONAL THREAT so they called in 31 and SPECTRUM run by LAWYERS is featuring RON NUMBERS and other BUMS = Meetings of 600 and 900 at a Time - to railroad ELLEN WHITE = all the way OUT! As not being: "CONTEMPORARY WITH THE TIMES!" When her Predictions that THEY would do this very Thing = is RIGHT IN TIME!

"I saw men linking up arm in arm with LAwYERS, but God was not in their Company." T9:69. T1:212-3. MH 197.

NL 96. SM 2:153.

ASK YOUR LAWYERS = if COPYRIGHT LAW covers DECEPTION=ERROR=LIeS=COVER-UPS= to "COPYRIGHT" their way into DENYING THE FAITH. ANYONE can quote ANYTHING to prove that it is WRONG! As WRONG as the DEVIL that is behind them.

SO THEY ARE GOING TO HAND US THE "OUTER COURT" AS THE RELIGION OF: "CONTEMPORARY LEGALISTS" AS THEY RESORT TO LAW = ??? They cannot keep GOD'S LAW = but they can keep SANHEDRIM LEGALISM LAW! That makes the Word of God of non-effect. AS THEY DID WITH THE SANCTUARY. No Wonder that WILSON made a DEAL = with BRINSMEAD. What they presented at the GC Session = 1970 = BRINSMEAD=WRIGHT had it all = 1960:

RDB="A DOCTRINAL ANALYSIS" = p. 44-6.

"PERFECTION; Now there is ONE MORE STEP necessary before you are ready for TRANSLATION...You must ENTER the MOST HOLY PLACE...IT IS THE LATTER RAIN...complete the work...and bring your CHARACTER TO PERFECTION...GATHERING AT THE SANCTUARY." (DAISY MEYERS p.55.)
NOW FOR THE FEW LEFT WHO WANT THE TESTIMONIES:
"I dreamed of seeing a Temple TO ("COME TO THE SANCTUARY!")
"I dreamed of seeing a Temple TO which many people were
flocking. Only those who took refuge IN that Temple would
be saved when Time should close. ALL=WHO=REMAINED=OUTSIDE
would be forever lost. THE MULTITUDES WITHOUT...
"...were DERIDING and RIDICULING those who were ENTERING
the Temple, and told them that this plan of safety was
a cunning deception, that, in fact, there was NO DANGER
whatever to avoid. They even laid hold of some to prevent
them from hastening WITHIN the walls.
"FEARING to be LAUGHED AT and RIDICULED, I thought best
to WAIT until the MULTITUDE were dispersed, or until I
could ENTER unobserved by them.
"BUT THE NUMBERS INCREASED instead of diminishing, and
fearful of being TOO LATE, I hastily left my home and
pressed through the crowd.

THE RIGHT ATTITUDE =
"In my anxiety to reach the Temple = I did not NOTICE or
CARE for the Throng that SURROUNDED me. On ENTERING the
BUILDING, I saw...a LAMB all mangled and bleeding (THE
BLOOD is NOWHERE since 1844 = but IN THE INNER VEIL.)

"We who were present seemed to know that this LAMB had
been torn and bruised on our account. All who ENTERED
the Temple must come before it and CONFESS their sins
..." Ew 78-9.

READ THE REST OF IT AS WE WILL TURN TO:
THE ONLY ACCEPTABLE CONFESSION:
NOT A CONDITION = BUT A CHURCH:
"1844 Adventists...But clearer LIGHT came with the in-
vestigation of the Sanctuary question. NOW was seen the
application of those words of Christ in the Revelation,
addressed TO=THE=CHURCH at this very Time: (REV.3:7,8.
PHILADELPHIA CAME FORTH = WAS NOT BURIED BUT BORN=1844!)

"I have set before THEE an OPEN DOOR, and NO MAN can
SHUT IT...(NO URIAH SMITH in no D+R and in no "BIBLE
READINGS" and no WRIGHT or WRONG or FRIEND or ENEMY =
"SLEEPING BESIDE THE DOOR!" ="COME TO THE DOOR!" =
"AT"="BY"="TO"= and other WAGGNERIAN AWAKENING MOCKERY!)

TO SHUT DOOR LAODICEA = HER STRAIGHT TESTIMONY =
"Here an OPEN as well as a SHUT DOOR is brought to view.
At the termination of the 2300 prophetic days in 1844 =
Christ CHANGED his ministration from the HOLY to the
MOSH HOLY PLACE..." 1884 -36- GC 268-9.
"...AND FORGIVENESS OF SINS was offered to men through the intercession of Christ IN=THE=MOST=HOLY=PLACE." GC 430.

"We must send up our Petitions IN FAITH = WITHIN THE SECOND VEIL...Here is FAITH = NAKED FAITH."
EW 72,48.

Jesus tarried a Moment in the outer apartment of the Heavenly Sanctuary, and the sins WHICH=HAD=BEEN=CONFESSED while He was IN the MOST HOLY PLACE were placed upon Satan...THE PLAGUES WERE FALLING..."
EW 280-1.

NOW WE SEE WHY SATAN IS SO ANXIOUS WE SHOULD FOLLOW WAGGONERISM=BALLENGERTSM INTO THE "I AM SAVED!" FIRST APARTMENT WITH BABYLON = OR BEYOND BABYLON INTO THE OUTER COURT = !!! What Fools these mortals be!
JUST TO BE POPULAR = FOLLOW THE CROWD = BE WELL THOUGHT OF...by all except Heaven.

"Like the JEWS, who offered their USELESS sacrifices, they offer up their USELESS prayers to the apartment which Jesus has LEFT..." EW 261. SG 1:177-2.

BUT IS THAT ALL = DOES IT STOP THERE = ???
Let us go back to the TWO CLASSES.
We see TWO CLASSES of "BELIEVERS" praying in EW 55-6. Also last End of 1846 BROADSIDE.

NOW IF IT IS ALL BY FAITH=FEELINGS=EMOTIONALISM ALONE=
We see the SAME as in the "SHAKING" Chapter. T1:179.

FROOM and HOUTEFF = see the true number INCREASING = so again we find them DEAD WRONG! And is why they are DEAD without seeing that "GREAT MULTITUDE!" IT=IS=A WONDER=THAT=GOD=WILL=FIND=144,000.

WHY DO THE TRUE "PEOPLE OF GOD" LESSEN = ???
Only a few teach this Truth = know this Truth = or care about it. THE WHOLESALE DEPARTURE FROM THE FAITH is a Fact of History that cannot be denied = 95% and more of Reform = went over to the Awakening into the OUTER-COURT = FIRST APARTMENT WORSHIP = as totally UNBELIEVABLE as it is FANTASTIC. And we have heard NOTHING of them since. THE BEST PEOPLE' come right out of the Adventist Church. WHAT ARE THEY PROMISED= OUT OF THE MHP = ???
IS THE SEALING DEPENDENT on the finding of some HIEBERT-ROBERTS "10-Commandment Ark" that will NEVER be found?

IS THE SEALING DEPENDENT on asking some apostate JEW to tell us the FORBIDDEN "Sacred NAME" of YAHWEH?


IS THE SEALING DEPENDENT on the correct Understanding of how much "MAN" was in the "GOD" = Christ = ??? READ THE INCARNATION BOOKS = SOP 2 and 3. "SIGNS OF THE TIMES" Book 4. See that SALVATION DEPENDED on them recognizing HIS "DIVINITY!" Even JEWS and MOHAMMEDANS recognize that he was only a "MAN!" What is so Wonderful about THAT? Trying to make a Religion out of a MYSTERY! "MYSTERIES which neither you nor your hearers can UNDERSTAND or explain = might better be LEFT ALONE!" SM 1:180.

"Satan's object is accomplished just as surely when men RUN AHEAD of Christ and do the work He has never entrust-ed to their hand, as when they remain in the Laodicean State, lukewarm, feeling RICH and increased with GOODS, and in need(?) of NOTHING. THE TWO CLASSES are equally STUMBLING BLOCKS." (SAME). SM 1:180.

"A NEW ORDER of things has come into the Ministry. There is the desire to PATTERN after OTHER CHURCHES...Some open Revival Meetings, and by this means call large NUMBERS into the Church. But when the EXCITEMENT is over, WHERE are the CONVERTED ONES? REPENTANCE and Confession of sin are not seen. The sinner is entreated to "BELIEVE!" in Christ and accept Him, WITHOUT REGARD to his PAST LIFE of sin and rebellion. The HEART is not broken. There is no contrition of soul. The SUPPOSED converted ones have not fallen upon the Rock = Christ Jesus...

"REPENT, REPENT, REPENT = was the Message rung out by John the Baptist...Christ's Message to the people was:"Except ye REPENT = ye shall all likewise PERISH." (Luke 13:5)...

"The Lord desires His servants today to preach the old Gospel doctrine, SORROW for sin, REPENTANCE, and CONFESSION...WATCH...Some will not make the right use of the doctrine of JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH. They will present it in a one-sided manner. Others will seize the ideas that have not been correctly presented, and will go CLEAR=OVER=THE=MARK = ignoring WORKS altogether...When we lay hold of Christ by Faith = our WORK has just BEGUN." SM 2:18-20.
"SANCTIFICATION = THE TRUE and the FALSE." by EGW.

"The parable of the PHARISEE and the PUBLICAN was given for the benefit of those who "trusted in themselves that they were RIGHTEOUS, and despised others." This spirit is the hidden rock upon which THOUSANDS are wrecking their hopes of Heaven...SELF-DECEIVED, filled with spiritual pride and vanity.

"They do not see the enormity of sin, and go on parading their own virtues ("I AM SAVED!")...before the Majesty of Heaven, whose eyes READ the intents and purposes of the heart, and see DISOBEDIENCE and GRAVE DEFECTS OF CHARACTER in those who extol SELF(Listen to him from the Pulpit!) and claim SUPERIOR GOODNESS...THE TEST IS THE LIFE. "By their FRUITS ye shall KNOW them." "He that saith, I KNOW HIM," says John, "and keepeth NOT His COMMANDMENTS, is a LIAR, and the TRUTH = is not in him."...

"JUDGING THEMSELVES...they dare to say,"I am without sin." The "HOLINESS people" and the Salvation Army have a great deal of what Paul denominates "bodily exercise," that "profiteth LITTLE." They follow IMPRESSIONS and claim to be taught of the Spirit; and like the FANATICS that troubled Luther, they place these IMPRESSIONS above the written Word of God, while they TRAMPLE upon the Divine LAW...

"Said Christ:"not every one that saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into the Kingdom of Heaven; but he that DOETH the will of my Father which is in Heaven...No one who claims HOLINESS is really HOLY...The RIGHTEOUS never make such a claim...for their Consciences are SENSITIVE...humbled under a sense of their own UNWORTHINESS...

"The ones whom God JUSTIFIES are represented by the PUBLICAN rather than by the SELF-RIGHTEOUS PHARISEE.
HUMILITY is Heaven-born; and none can enter the pearly gates without it." "THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES"=ST AI: 490. Feb.26, 1885.

AS BIRDS OF A FEATHER FLOCK TOGETHER =
the two classes enter the final TESTING HOUR = and they are Divided on ONE ISSUE. Of course that Issue is COMPLEX. We can point out the ONE DOCTRINE = but there is MORE to it. JUST WHY do they go over to that DOCTRINE? Well, surprisingly = perhaps they DO NOT go over to the DOCTRINE = !!! They go over to have COMPANY!
I WARNED ONE = that EW 54 and 1846 BROADSIDE teach that 
those who JOIN those who take us OUT of the MOST HOLY 
PLACE 1844 SANCTUARY TRUTHS = receive the Power of the 
Devil = !!!

SHE SAID = I do not believe as they do!

I REPLIED = it does not say WHAT=YOU=BELIEVE = !!!

IT READS = in the final Crisis Hour = there are TWO DIS-
TINCT CLASSES. Without a doubt these are those who PRO-
FESS the Third Angel’s Message.

BECAUSE OF THE POPULARITY = of LEAVING those who believe 
in the MOST HOLY PLACE WORSHIP = they go and JOIN the 
WRONG SIDE! Just to be well-thought of = just to be 
POPULAR = just to escape PERSECUTION. Just to be with 
THE CHURCH. But in their Heart they do not believe their 
way at all. YET=THE=TEXT=SAYS=NOTHING=ABOUT=THAT!

AS IN THE DARK AGES = Salvation depended on LEAVING the 
WRONG SIDE = and at the risk of Life itself - taking a 
Stand with the UNPOPULAR PEOPLE OF GOD. "The DESPISED 
REMANT!" T5:475. "The Angel is to place a MARK upon the 
FOREHEAD of all who are SEPARATED from sin and sinners, 
and the destroying angel will follow, to slay utterly 
both old and young." T5:505. DA 152. SG 2:201. T1:100. 

JUST=TO=BE=WITH=THE=WRONG=GROUP = means DEATH! There is 
NOT=A=WORD here about what one may HIDE as to his SECRET 
BELIEF! If it is a SECRET = it is WORTHLESS! He comes to 
Honor those who SPEAK of His Glory and TESTIFY to the 
Truth. A Book of Remembrance is Written for them. EW 69.

THEY BELIEVED RIGHT = !!! They were with the RIGHT GROUP!
But they LOOKED over to the OTHER GROUP = and they de-
sired NUMBERS = POPULARITY = HONOR = ACCLAIM. So one by 
one they slipped over to the OTHER SIDE. "THE SHAKING" 
chapter tells the Story. They were:

"INDIFFERENT and CARELESS. They were not RESISTING the 
DARKNESS, and it shut them in like a thick Cloud. The 
Angels of God LEFT these...THE SHAKING...The NUMBERS 
of this Company had LESSENED. Some had been SHAKEN OUT... 
(and the FOOTNOTE REFERENCE shows they went BACK to LAO-
DICEA! BACK into:"MIDNIGHT DARKNESS")

"The CARELESS and INDIFFERENT, who did not JOIN with those 
who prized VICTORY and SALVATION enough to...AGONIZE for 
it, did not obtain it...LEAVING these with their sinful 
traits UNSUBDUEd, to the CONTROL of EVIL ANGELS." T1:180-
2,187. (EW 279-282.)
SOME HAVE NOTICED = in EN 55-6 the 2 CLASSES. The Prayer of the one Group is DIFFERENT than that of the other = and they make a great deal of this DIFFERENCE.

BUT IN THE ORIGINAL = there is no Difference. The Prayer is the same. The Desire is the same. It is TIME for the SEALING of these TWO CLASSES. As said in COL 408 = "For a TIME there was seen NO DIFFERENCE between them."

BUT NOW THERE IS A DIFFERENCE = one is SEALED forever on the Lord's Side = the other is SEALED or MARKED forever = on Satan's Side.

AND WHAT MADE THE DIFFERENCE = ??? We were perhaps sort of ADDLED = making a MOUNTAIN out of a MOLE-HILL when we CASTIGATED and ROASTED the AWAKENING JESTERS = for taking us OUT of the MOST HOLY PLACE and even went BEYOND BABYLON! in the BRINSMEAD and WRIGHT = "ACCEPTABLE CONFESSION" = sins Forgiven in the alleged:"OUTER COURT!" (or with HARDINGE in the GC Session = R&H June 19,1970 p.9,10.)

THIS WAS MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING = ???
I have had people tell me it is = "NOTHING!" They learned well from FROOM=WAGGONER=RICHARDS=BALLINGER. APOSTATES who do not have enough HONESTY like CAN-RIGHT to LEAVE the Church = but stay in it. Leading it away from the Faith. Like KD+A. Like JUDAS. Like ACHAN in the Camp. Like BARABBAS=BALAAM. PP 454-9.

JUST A FEW WORDS =
"I saw one after another LEAVE=THE=COMPANY who were praying to Jesus in the HOLIEST; and go and JOIN those before the (vacated) THRONE; and=they=at=once receiv-ed the UNHOLY INFLUENCE of SATAN." 1846 BROADSIDE.

EGW=MR 29, EW 56,261.

THIS IS THE END OF THE SEALING =
THIS IS THE END OF THE 2 CLASSES =
THIS IS THE END OF WAGGONERTANSTRA =
if you still want to read WAGGONER after this Warning do so at your own Risk - your Blood if off our Heads.

The only good Reason to read that INSANE JUNK = is to WARN OTHERS of what it contains. IF=YOU=CAN=SEE=THRU=IT. Brinsmead makes a masterful attempt but is Ham-strung by his PAXTON=BABYLON DEFECTION. Keep a firm Grip on yourself = and be AMAZED at what McMAHON=BRINS-MEAD expose! How glad we are that we had a Share in this EXPOSING!
FOR ENDLESS YEARS WE HAVE BEEN HAMMERING AWAY at
do you not know that JONES and WAGGONER became the
greatest ENEMIES of Sr. White there ever was? That they
defected from the Faith of 1888?

NOW McMahon=Brinsmead EXPOSE SOME REAL NEWS =
That the Big Hero of 1950 = Saint WIELAND = has under-
taken the SCURVIEST TRICK known to man. I knew of this
YEARS AGO = but could not prove it. And did not want
to spend the TIME to prove it. But now PHILISTINE is
taking after PHILISTINE = in this MIDNIGHT DARKNESS HOUR.

1977="THE JUDGMENT HOUR PUBLISHING COMPANY" [Fred Wright]
309 Chevallum Road, Palmwoods, Queensland 4555.AUSTRALIA.
has re-published:"THE GLAD TIDINGS" by E.J.WAGGONER.1900.

1972= this EXPOSES [knowingly or unknowingly]= the RE-
PEAT of the STEALTHY SUBTERFUGE pulled off on this people
that HUDSON thought was quite O.K. =

WIELAND and SHORT siring their Names to:"1888 RE-EXAMIN-
ED" = when the REAL THESIS they had prepared said NOT
ONE WORD about 1888! But about the Adventist FROOMS
presenting "BILLY GRAHAM" as a Man of God!

SINCE THEY WELCHED = this opened the Door wide open for
the Billy Graham take-over of this Denomination = so
they featured his:"I AM SAVED!" and the 3-fold UNION
of MISSION=KEY '73. That Pierson himself = AFTER the
Lightning Bolt hit him = ADMITTED would yet go down in
History as a BIGGER DISGRACE than 1888! All this you can
lay at the Door of WIELAND=SHORT. Who turned their Weap-
os of Warfare over to the Control of BABYLON.

1979= this McMahon=Brinsmead Book = EXPOSES 1972 WIELAND
of also and AUTOMATICALLY paving the way for DEAD WAG-
GONER = PANTHEISTIC WAGGONER = WHORE-MASTER WAGGONER =
to take over CHURCH and REFORM = Lock, Stock, and Barrel.

McMAHON=BRINSMHEAD expose R.J.WIELAND = the INSUFFERABLE
ADVENTIST HABIT = of CHANGING BOOKS without moral = let
alone = LEGAL RIGHT! Doing it in a DEAD-MAN'S NAME! If
there is anything LOWER than this = I would like to know
what it is.

SHEEP

IN CATTLE COUNTRY = where they poison Coyotes. They learn
to give him JUST=SO=MUCH Poison. Give him just a bit too
much and he will throw it up. Give him LESS = and he may
hold it down = and it will Kill him just as DEAD!

HANDING US THE WAGGONER BAIT = Wieland rightly GUESSED
WE WOULD MORE LIKELY HOLD IT DOWN = IF he \*EDITED\* it. I clapped my hands that McMahon-Brunsmead also REVEAL that most Adventists and Leaders such as FROOM= DANIELS failed to see the PANTHEISM in it. - or recom- mended it in spite of that = or, it would be more COR-RECT to say = BECAUSE of it. 1900 = "GLAD TIDINGS."

THIS MONSTRIOUS SUBTERFUGE = pulled off on this people. "WAGGONER = THE MYTH AND THE MAN" p.66,74,84,173-5, 178,191,193. (WIELAND=FROOM=DANIELS.) "GLAD TIDINGS."


FOR ATTACKING THE RABBI-PRIESTS and THEIR DOCTRINE =

(1) John the Baptist was BEHEADED!
(2) Christ the Son of God was CRUCIFIED!
(3) All the Disciples save one = LOST=THEIR=LIVES!
(4) ROMANISM killed their MILLIONS!
(5) WIELAND-HUDSON=RUE=GROTHEER=DURST=RIEND=
WRIGHT=WOLFFSON=ALSETH=find themselves SUCH=BIG=
FRIENDS of Adventists and Adventist Leaders =
they know NOTHING of the Message of 1888 =

DO NOT CONDEMN = ???
"THE FRIEND OF GOD." Such men APPROVE that which God
APPROVES = and CONDEMN that which He CONDEMNNS." T4:615.

AND WHY NOT = ???
"CAIN. Being the ELDEST [Elder] he thought that ABEL
should FOLLOW his example...This disposition is mani-
ifested in OUR Institutions...THEY are indulging the
very same spirit as did KORAH, DATHAN, and ABIRAM, and
as did the JEWS in the days of Christ...Read the Words
of Christ in Matthew 23:23:"WOE UNTO YOU, Scribes and
Pharisees, HYPOCRITES!...

"Will men in these Last Days follow the example of those
whom Christ CONDEMNED? These terrible predictions THEY
have not as yet carried out to the full; but if God
spares THEIR lives, and THEY nourish the same spirit
that marked THEIR course of action both BEFORE and AFTER
the Minneapolis meeting, THEY will fill up to the ful-
the deeds of THOSE whom Christ CONDEMNED when He was up-
on the Earth...

"THEY began this Satanic work at Minneapolis. Afterward,
when THEY saw and felt the demonstration of the Holy
Spirit testifying that the Message was of God, THEY
HATED IT=THE MORE, because it was a TESTIMONY=AGAINST=
THEM...(((And any Message that is NOT a Message AGAINST
THEM = !!!! Any Message that THEY favor = IS NOT a re-
peat of the Message of 1888! The Repeat of the Message
of 1888 is found in 1884 GC 421. THE REAL "LOUD CRY"=
which BABYLON-LOVERS CAN NEVER GIVE!)))

"Yet THESE men have been holding positions of TRUST, and
have been MOLDING the work after THEIR own (FROOM!) simi-
litude, as far as THEY possibly could.... (......)

(Many times I have wondered = what did "THEY" leave OUT
at that Point? What was too Hot to handle = ???) (......)

"Those who are now FIRST...will soon be LAST, unless
THEY repent." TM 78-80. -44-
"But men are to be CONDEMNED who...cumber the Truth with false notions and theories. THEY refuse the counsel of their Brethren, and press on in THEIR own way, until they become just what Satan would desire to have them = UNBALANCED=IN=MIND." TM 56.

"THE LORD CHOSE OTHERS...And then these Leaders...ACT LIKE=MEN=WHO=HAVE=LOST=THEIR=REASON...You should not give publicity to your opinions, because I do not believe them. That wonderful "I"
...." TM 70.

BLIND LAODICEANS = PUFFED UP IN THEIR FLESHLY MINDS.
"In the Jewish nation those whom the Lord had made the depositaries of Truth, had proved UNFAITHFUL to their TRUST, and the Lord chose OTHERS to do His work. In their BLINDNESS these LEADERS gave full sway to what they called righteous indignation against the ones who were setting aside cherished FABLES...They acted like men WHO=HAD=LOST=THEIR=REASON." ST A4:62. Sept.20, 1899.

HIDDEN IN THE VAULTS TO 1962 =
"He will take His Holy Spirit FROM the Church, and give it to OTHERS." RH A3:273,248. July.1895.
"..He will use OTHERS." Same = p.275.
"I say that the Lord was whetting His sword in Heaven to CUT THEM DOWN...He will pass them by, and raise up OTHERS...Now He has NO=USE=FOR=YOU..."Go to now, ye RICH men...Your means are not needed." SG.2:226-246.

FOR 100 YEARS THEY ARE GOING TO "FINISH!" THE WORK =
Or are they:"FINISHED!" = ??? "In amazement they hear the TESTIMONY (STRAIGHT TESTIMONY) = that BABYLON is THE CHURCH, FALLEN...As the people go to their former Teachers...THE MINISTERS PRESENT FABLES PROPHECY SMOOT
THINGS (T5:211-2. TM 409.), to SOOTHE THEIR FEARS...The POWER...attending the Message.will only MADDEN those who oppose it...THE CHURCH appeals to the strong arm of CIVIL POWER...As the Storm approaches, a LARGE CLASS ...
JOIN THE OPPOSITION." GC 607-8. -45-
THIS "JOINING" THE OPPOSITION = so dramatically shown in GC 606-8 = is also revealed in our Text from T8:41.

WE ARE SPEAKING OF TWO CLASSES = "In vision I saw TWO ARMIES in terrible CONFLICT. ONE ARMY (the Army of the Lord = formed when 144,000 are complete.) ONE ARMY was led by the bloodstained Banner of Prince Immanuel..."

AND LOWER DOWN ON THE SAME PAGE = these are identified as: "THE ARMY following the Banner with the inscription, "The COMMANDMENTS of God, and the Faith of Jesus," was gloriously TRIUMPHANT." (Here is the "CHURCH TRIUMPHANT.")

NOW GO BACK AND LOOK AT THIS ARMY AT THE TOP OF THE PAGE: "STANDARD after STANDARD was left to trail in the Dust as COMPANY after COMPANY (SDA CHURCH AFTER SDA CHURCH = REFORM CHURCH AFTER REFORM CHURCH UNITED WITH THE AWFUL = 1960-1979 = they want to know NOTHING about EFFORT to build a CHARACTER or keep the LAW = ever since!)

"..from the Lord's ARMY joined the Foe..." T8:41. 1904.

CLEAR AS A BELL = the issue is over the BANNER. Which Banner do they stand under? COWARDS and YELLOW-BELLIES may stand with the WRONG ARMY = KNOWING BETTER = but KNOWING BETTER only makes them MORE GUILTY. No room is made for HYPOCRITES who by SILENCE give CONSENT.

OUR MAIN DUTY = is to know the BANNER. Will the Adventist Church as a Church = know the BANNER? If you think so = go from T6:61 to T5:501 to 506 to 527 to 634 to 715 to 211-2. "A Company was presented before me under the NAME of SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS, who were advising that the BANNER... should not be held out so strikingly...that this was not the best POLICY." T6:144,18,61. T5:501. T8:95. TM 209,409.

"THEN the question arose:"WHY carry it at all?"T5:501. GC 454,443-5,606-8,448. 1884 GC 426. CWE 70. MM 164.

THEN YOU SEE = the 3-fold UNION under the Guidance of FROOM: "MISSION-KEY '73" = PREDICTED=IN=DETAIL in SM 1:197,204-8. THEIR DOCTRINES LISTED AND CATALOGUED = GC 464-473.

BUT THANK GOD! As this takes place - the FEW who are TRUE = will find: "TRIBE after TRIBE from the ranks of the Enemy = UNITED with the COMMANDMENT-KEEPING people of God." T8:41.

THE PEOPLE OF GOD AWAKE = But sleeping Preachers have?NO POWER to AROUSE them, they are ASLEEP THEMSELVES!" T2:337. "LULLED TO A FATAL SECURITY to be AWAKENED ONLY by the outpouring of the WRATH of God..." GC 562. "TOO LATE." COL 412.

Let us be of those who awake now...
"When trees without fruit are cut down as cumberers of the ground = when multitudes of FALSE BRETHREN are distinguished from THE TRUE = then the HIDDEN ONES will be revealed to view, and with Hosannas range under the Banner of Christ."

T5:81.

"The mighty Ruler is a MANIAC... The mandate has gone forth:"Hew down the Tree, and cut off his Branches, shake off his leaves, and scatter his fruit."...Let a CHURCH become PROUD and BOASTFUL...and THAT CHURCH will surely be LEFT by the Lord, to be brought DOWN to the ground." T8:127.

"THE WARNING sounds down the line to US."
COL 216.

"The precious FRUITS of CHARACTER were not manifest."
COL 215.

"The Lord will cut off... BRANCH and RUSH in one day. For the Leaders of this peo cause them to ERR; and they that are led of them are DESTROYED." Isa. 9:14-6.

"Ye shall KNOW them by their FRUITS." Matt. 7:16.